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A !EW TvIEPHOD OF MAKI SLIPCOVRS 

iiJ 

This parttoular iethod of niaking slipcovorB waa 

worked out by tht author to meet her owni needs, but was 

later improved and used in teaching Adult Education 

classes. Every poszible type of furniture was brought to 

the classes to be slipoovered. 

The slipoovers pictured in this thesis were either 

made by the author three or four years ago (except Plate 

11, page 114) or made in the Adult Education classes in 

Corvallis, 194? to 1949. They have been used continuous 

ly since then by their owners. The pitur9 were taken 

the latter part of November 1952, 1th practically o 

advance warning. 

It has been hoped, h the author, that this thesis 

could be published to be used as a text in teaching' Adult 

Education, Extension and Col1ee homeniaidng o1asse. and 

also made available for the homemaker herself, It was 

written with that purpose in mind. 



I14PROiUCTI ON 

A slipcover is a reìovsble covering for a piece of 

furniture. It should be as important to the decorating 

scheme of the room as a new chair or davenport. A nicely 

tatlored slipcover can frequently diagutee ugly furniture 

and make it interesting. A slipcover will add ne life 

to furniture hoee upholstery has beeoø* faded or warn, 

or will protect delicately upholstered furniture during a 

period of hard uag, or alipeovers can be ueed for a 

piste change of decorating sabeas. A_n upholstered furni 

turo, such as occasional, Cogewell, barrel, Lawson, slip 

per or boudoir, club, lounge, Charles of London, sul 

leather e1ia1rs can be successfully slipoovered, 

PIUPARATION OP FURNITURE FOR SLIPCOVEiING 

A slipcover cannot be successfully made over turni- 

ture in need of repair, euch as broken or untied springs. 

It the furniture la in good condition, except for the 

cushions, it is recorumeuled that a ne spring or foam 

rubber unit be uaed. These may be purcliased at any mail 

order house or at the local upholsterers, or money may be 

saved by repairing the old spring unit at ho (Appendix 

pages 107 to 11].).. A neat, firm cushion is important to the 

appearance ot the finished slipcover. Lt the upholatey 

on the a'n* te worn, a little cotton padding and a niuslin 



patch can prepare lt for the 81lpover. BI Ingenious psd 

ding, ugly furniture can frequently be transformed. 

If the furniture has wooden arms, as for example a 

French provincial chair (Plates i and 2, pages 4 and 5), 

the wood can be padded with cotton and covered with muslin. 

If the wooden arms are the ktnd that cannot be success- 

fully padded, the edge of the slipcover can be bound or 

corded aM fitted around the wood, for example a Cogswell 

chair. If there Is a wooden piece across the top of the 

inside back that is not too ornately carved, it can be 

padded with cotton and covered with muslin in preparation 

for covering, for example some wing chairs. Old furniture 

can be reuphoistered with unbleaohed muslin or furniture 

"In the muslin" can be purchased and then slipoovered. 

Furniture can also be upholstered as was done by the author 

(Plate 3, page 6) starting with wooden frames bought at 

an upholsterer's, and upholstered in unbleached muslin and 

then slipoovered. 

The first step in making a successful slipcover is to 

measure accurately the piece of furniture to be covered. 

Accuracy is very important In measuring and In the charting 

of measurements because the figm'es and layout plans will 

be used in cutting out the slipcover. In this paper a 



1rench Provincial Chair slipcoverd 
by author 1948. View 1. 
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French Provincial Chair 
View 2 
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Barrel-back chair upholstered in muslin ind slipcovered 
in red sailcloth by author 1949. 

Plate 3 
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EQUIPMENT AD MATERIALS NEEDED 

1. Boz of ste1 pins (brase bend too easily). 

2. Tape measrn'e or steel tape. 

3. Yard stick, 12" ruler and gauge. 

4. Shears. 

5. Needles. 

6. Thimble. 

7. Heavy duty thread for basting tri contrasting color. 

B. Heavy duty matching thread for stitching. 

9. Fabric for slipcover. 

lo. Trimmings, seam cord or welting. 

li. Sewing machine with adjustable cording foot. 

12. Horses or low table to raise height of furnitui'e. 

13. Butcher's paper for pattern. 

14. 3x5 pad of paper to use for labels. 

15. Plain notebook paper for chart. 

16. Contrasting colored tailor's chalk. 

17. Several yards of heavy cord or heavy string. 

18. Black and colored pencils. 

19. Steel Ushaped pins for attaching slipcover to 

furniture. ("Tidy pin&' sold at notion 

counters for pinning antinaaooassars or automo.. 

bile slipoovers into place.) 

20. Wrist pin cushion available at notion counters. 

* 



winged davenport 13 used a an example beoau8e lt covers 

the problenis tound on rno3t furniture (P1atei 4 and 5, 

pagea 14, 15, FIgures 1 and 2, page 16 and Measurement 

Chart, page 1'7). Prob1om peculiar to individual styles 

of furniture are disoussed in the Appendix pages 113 to 

124. Always chart measurements width by length, for uni-e 

forniity. This procedure will avoid costly mistakes In 

calculating yardage. Both width arid length measurements 

for eseb section, between poInts greatest dtstanoe, cuse 

necessary. At time of measuring add to these measure 

monts tuck-tn and seani allowances (Appendix pages 70 and 

73). The length measurements determine the amount of fa. 

bric It takes for each section of the slipcover; the width 

measurenients determine the width of fabric that cuts to 

best advantage and also show whether any sections can be 

placed side by sido ('iguro 3 page 18). Thtallng the 

length measurements for the different parts of the slIp 

cover plus fabric allowance for cording (Appendix page 75) 

If necessary, or valance (Appendix pagea 79 to $4, and FI.. 

gure 3, page 18) gives the amount of fabric necessary for a 

plain slipcover. If a figured slipcover is planned, ad.- 

ditional yardage is necessary for matching of stripes, 

plaids or floral designs. It Is always better to have 

extra fabric, than not enough. If two sets of arm sec.- 

tiens are provided, they are ready to replace worn arms 



thus extend1n; the ltZe or the 1tpeover. (Appendix page 

*1) They should b planned betore puì'ehaelng rabz'tc, 

Gut and 3itb.led, and waehed when alipeover is waehed. 

Thia ta iore tmportant tn chatre as the arme receive more 

sear thar* the arms ot a davenport. 

In ssuring turnt turs, measure both rtght and left 

eorrespondtng parts and always use the arge measurement. 

Use essa linos of upholstery as a gutde in meaeurtng ex 

cept shen tnatrust*d otherwtse (Appendix ppe 85 , 

Ptgu*'es 1 $i*d 2, page 16, Appendix pagea 85 to 99 .) The 

followtng is a oonvenient order for measuring a davenport. 

C1sire are measured silsr1y but have tsr sections, 
i. center inside book, 2. riit and l*ft tnetde backi, 

s. right and left inside arms, 4, right and loft inside 

wings, 5. cushions, top and bottom should be the same, 

6. boztngs for ouskdone, '7, center nose pisos, 8. right 

and left nose ptoees5 9. center apron pises, 10. right and 

left sprona, U. right and left arm front pieces, (Step 9, 

Construction, page 5?, Ftures 12 and 13, page 59), Seat 

can be dtvids&in sections, need not be metehing fabric, 

but should be seas kind, Z. right and l.tt outside arflie or 

side, 14. right and left outside vinge, 15. outside baok, 

may be divided in two or three soettons, 16. oordtnt, 

circumference of furniture at linos w1ore valance is sewn 

to slipcover, also depth of valance on lower apron it no 



valance is planned. If special trimmings are to be used 

length of seams where used should be measured and this 

special measurement charted. 

CALCULATING YARDAGE AND PLANNING CUTTING LAYOUTS 

FOR PLAIN FABRIC 

Use the measuring chart page 17, Figures 1, 2, page 

16, Figuro 3, page 18, and the suggestions for individual 

furniture (Appendiz) as a guide in measuring and charting 
the measurements of the furniture, and making the yardage 
layouts (Figure 3 (a), (b), page 18). The amount of fa- 

bric necessary for a plain slipcover can be calculated ac- 
ourately from the measurements in the chart. It is ad- 

visable to calculate in advance the amount of yardage for 

plain fabric and add suggested amounts (Figure 3(a), page 

18) for floral, stripe or plaid; for 36 inch and 50 inch 
widths; for a slipcover with and without a valance; for 
one self-corded or contrastingly corded; and have the in- 

formation available when shopping. Then slipcover fabric 
can be bought on sale or when a particular piece of fa- 
bric is found that fits the decorating scheme. If a va- 

lance (Appendix pagos 79- 84, Figure 23, page 83) is to 

be used, the style and depth of valance should be decided 
upon at this time so the amount of fabric needed can be 
included in the following layouts. If no valance is to be 
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used, remember to add the 4 - 5 inches necessary to go 

under the £urnture for attachment. Usually in this case 

there is a lower apron to be measured (Appendix page 82). 

The next step is to make a small scale pattern for the 

slipcover. In making this pattern, 1/16 inch should cor- 

respond to a measurement of one inch on the actual turni- 
ture (1/8 inch scale may be used if desired). On a piece 

of 5O inch butcher's paper, preferably white, mark off the 

nieasurements of each individual section, (for example the 

inside back, width 23 Inches by length 39 inches, would 

be i and 7/16 inches width by 2 and 7/16 Inches length). 

Draw this piece, as well as all other sections of the slip- 

cover, on the butcher's paper to scale. Cut out the rect- 
angular pieces which have been carefullylabeled as to 

name of section and width and length measurements. When 

the slipcover is finished, file the chart, layout diagrams 

and small scale pattern pieces for future use and unless 

furniture Is reuphoistered they can be reused. If turni- 

ture Is reuphoistered at home these measurements can be 

used with slight adjustments for calculating yardage and 

cutting out upholstering fabric, and if measurements are 

checked and changes noted the information can be used for 

future slipcovera. Draw a small scale strip (2 Inches 

wide) corresponding to a 36 Inch actual width of fabric 
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on a piece of butcher paper about four feet long (corres- 

ponding to 64 feet actual length), remembering a daven- 

port may take £rorn 16 to 20 yardz ot 36 inch fabric in 

1ength Lay the pattern pieces on this strip (Figure 

3 (a), page 18). Use the width measurements to see 

whether pieces can be laid side by side, for ezample cen- 

ter inside back width 23 inches, right and loft outside 

wings, width 1$ inches, 23 inches plus 1 inches equals 

36 inches. Lay the pieces along one side so that the ex- 

tra fabric on the other side, which will be used for cord- 

ing, can be cut in long lengths. When ail of the pieces 

have been accounted for and no shifting is necessary in 

ordex to avoid of fabric, calculate the am ount of' 

cording that can be cut from the side, if the slipcover 

is to have soif cording. (In this example Figure , page 

18 for 36 inch fabric, all of the cording is cut from the 

side.) if necessary allow extra fabric for additional 

cording. If a valance is planned it should be cut cross- 

wise of the fabric. When all the pattern sectIons are n 

placo on the strip, draw around each piece; then mark in 

each rectangle the name of section and width and length 

measurements. This is an accurate cutting layout for plain 

colored 36 inch fabric. To calculate the amount of fabric 

necessary add the length rneasurenients along one side and 

divide by 36 to obtain the nuniber of yarda (Figure 3 (e), 

page 18). Repeat the above for 50 inch width fabric 
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(Figure 3 (b), page 18). In 50 inch width plain fabric, 

it 18 best to plan to cut the valance crosswise of the 

fabric it the smaller ectioria can be cut along the sides 

with no waste. This s a cutting layout for plain colored 

50 inch width fabric. Label layout. Figuro yardage by 

adding the length measurements along one aide, divide by 

36 inches to get the number of yards. 3ty examples 
Figure 3, page 18, layout for winged davenport pictw'ed 

Platea 4 nd 5, pagea 14 and 15. 

ESTIMATING YARDAGE FOR A FIGURED SLIPCOVER 

To the calculated yardage for plain fabric add 1 to 

1 yards for matching of stripes; 2 to 3 yards for match-. 

Ing a floral; 2 to 3 yards for matching a plaid. (Figure 

3 (c), page 18.) This is only an estimate and a layout 

diagram cannot be made until the fabric is purchased as 

the length of the break in the pattern and widths of 

stripes arid plaids determine the layout (Figure 5, page 

22). A 36 inch figured fabric does not cut as economi- 

eally as a 50 inch one. A figured fabric for a davenport 

does not eut as economically as for a chair because of 

the extra inside backs, cushions, nose and apron pieces 

that bave to match. Take the larger allowances listed 

above for a davenport, smaller for a chair. 

There ïs an essential difference in the cutting 
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'Jinged Davenport slipcovered in 
denim by author 1949 

View i 

Plate 4 



Winged back davenport 
View 2 

Plate 5 
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PLEA SUREMENT CHART 
(viIngd Davenport Plato 4, pige 14) 

Part 3f - 
urrttur'e Magurernents (uae upholstery seams aa gulue) Width Length 

- - - 

(Appenitx page 65) - - - 

Center t5ide bok Wtdth 2i" + 2" 8ean allowance 23 39" 

Apperiix pare 8ô Lìnth 33" 2' seam allowanee + 4?T tuk-i 
a11otanee at at _________ 

Right & tofi irside V1dth 2" + 2" seam silowanco 4' 2" tuck-in at 2" 39" 

backs .ìpøïdi pace wing 
85 L3ngth 3" 2" seam a11owane + 4" tuck-tn 

allowance t seat _______ ________ 

Right & eft iratd Width 27" + 2" seam allowance . 2" tuck-in 4 33" 

arms (noe: neasur 3" (for sla3htng nd flttin between insi1e 

over fullest pert f Ìng and ari) 

arm - eau'e greatest Length 214" + 2" seam allowance - 4" tttck-in 

widt1 ) Azpendi;t pa;çe at seat _______ _________ 

Right: k rieft inside Vddth 9" + 2' eari allowance + 2" tuck-in 13" 24" 

wing Ltwoen wirA and Inside back 
Length 19" 4. 2" scam rillowarce + 3" (tor 
s1a&ìin Rna fìttin iround curve hetv'eon 

arm nd wiry) 

Cueh ')flS - 3 tops Width 21" + 2" sean f11OWRfl( 23" 26" 

3 bottoni ppetidix Lengbh 24" + 2" coam a11oaiioe 

page 39 

Box1';s for cui1ons \idth ciru:;Thrcnce $9' ('.:idth of front 267" 4fl 

boxing in figured fabric 25" 
Length 3" .s. 1" seam allowances ( " seams 
allowed on boxing top and bottom seaci) 

Center nose piece Width 21" + 2" seam allowance 23" 8" 

Appendix page 93 Length 6" + 2" seam allowance (length 
measurement starts back of side post, not 
at seam in upholstery). (Unexposed patof 
nose 5*" , ecposed part of nose 2*") 

Right & left nose Width 23" . 2" seam allowance (measure around 25" 8" 

end of nose piece to where it niects the arn) 
Length 6" + 2" seem allowance 

Center apron piece Width 21" 2" seni allowance 23" 8" 

Appendix page 94 Length 6" . 2" sewn allowance (note if no 
valance is used there ma be also a lower 
apron; 4" - 5" ta addo o length to g 
under furniture for fastenng. _______ ________ 

Right & left apron Width 23" 2" sean allowance (this piece 25" 8" 

pieces attachez to front piece) 
Length 6" + 2 sean allowance (the lower 
part of the apron is covered by the valtrnoe 
but should o to the botto'i of the 
ftirniturc) ______ _______ 

Right & left arm Width 8" .. 
c seam allowance 1.0" 20" 

front pieces Appendix Length lB" .- 2" seam allowance 
page 96, step 9, 
pages 57 - 61 

Seat (under cushions ) Width 62" 2" seam allowance + " tuck-in '72" 26" 

Appendix page 95 each 3ide 
Length 20" 2" seam a1lotance - 4" tuck-tn 
back of seat 

Right & left sides Vidth 31" + 2" sean allowance 33" 15" 

or outside arms Length 13" + 2" seam e1lowanoe (note: if 
no valance is useo add 4" - 5" in lenrth to 
go imder furniture for fa'tening) _______ ________ 

Right 8: left outside Width U" 4 2" seam allowance 13" 18" 

wings Appendix page Length 16" + 2" seam allowance 
99 ________ _________ 

Outside back Vidth 69" + 2" seam allowance 72" 33" 

Appendix page 94 Length 31" + 2" seam allowsncc (add 4" - 5" 
Str no vaisnee i used to go under urnit're 
or fastening) _______ ________ 

Cording (self or Length: measr tmotnt of cor.ing. on fur- 1" 1260" 
rìture and wk: (1) c1rcuiiftrenoe of 
furniture at top of valance (2) betweon arm 
nd wing () around front i3ces (4) down 
tdes of otide hack _______ ________ 

Valance ?tdth eircumferenoc at 11ne: too of 1-" 1]." 

Appendix pages 79 - vqlance 
84 Depth of vnlance 9" .p 2" (*" senmn st tp 

and l" hem) 

Sp3ci!&]. trimndngs, 
fr1.nge etc., see 
Appendli page 99 

_______ J 

1.-a 

Pg. 18 attached 

separately 



for a figured slipcover tri that the pieces that 

have to carry the continuity of the pattern have to be 

centered on the fa b rie. With 36 inch width very few 

pieces can be out on either side, except cording and side 

and baek boxings of cushions. In 50 inch width fabric the 

inside and outside wings and arm front pioees can be out 

off the side, and for continuity of horizontal design the 

inside wing pieees should be out on either side of the 

inside bk and the outside wings should be out on the 
sides just above the outside arms, in order to carry up 

the continuity of pattern (Figure 5 (b), pase 22). On 

so inch width fabric, the valance, if pleated ail the way 

around, ean be out lengthwise of the fabric as the pleat- 

Ing breaks up the design. It has an advantage In that the 

long lengths of fabric are used and fewer seams are 

necessary. However if a valance has only pleats at the 

corners, it has to be out crosswise of the fabric and the 

design has to match up and down. This will add at least 

one additional yard of fabric as the valance cut along the 

aide actually uses up fabric which niiglit otherwise be 

wasted. It must be reiiembered, at this point, that the 

exact amount of fabric can be calculated for plain colors, 

and that figure utay be lower than the amount estimated in 

charts in departrient atores. For a figured slipcover the 

amount necessary is nearly always more than that suggested 

by sales people. This is true if the pattern is to be 



perfectly nlatchedb It take$ more work in planning and 

cutting a patterned material and more fabric, but the ro- 

suit is worth lt. 

When a symmetrical stripe (Figure 4 (b), page 21) or 

small seale pattern is used the amonnt may be determined 

more closely and the layout is similar to that for plain 

fabric. However some loss may occur in width matching, 

so I to l yards of eztra fabric should be allowed. This 

is especially true if the stripes are wide. When an 

asymmetrical stripe is used (Figure 4 (a), page 21) it 

may take much more time in planning and may or may not 

take more fabric than a symmetrical one, depending on how 

the stripe Is worked out. Sometimos a figured fabric, 

floral or stripe can be cut almost as economically as for 

plain fabric, but this Is just luck and should not be 

counted on. 

In planning a figured slipcover the following sec- 

tions have to be cut down the center: (Figure 5, pase 22) 

center inside back; right and left Inside backs; top and 

bottom of cushIons; at least the three front boxings of 

cushions; center, right and left nose pieces; center, 

right and left apron pieces; inside arms; outside arms 

or sides; three outside back pieces, if back of davenport 

is to show; and alway* the outside back of a chair. Note 

the right Inside back, inside am and outside arm has 



36" width 

(a) Asymmetrical 

Center 
inside back 

36" width 

(b) Symmetrical 

FIGURE 4.- Asymmetrical and symmetrical stripe 

21 

Pg. 22 attached 
separately 



added fabric to the rtght axd left sectIons have added 

fabrIc to the loft (Piure 5, page 22). The right nd 

loft inside and outside w5n, arm front piece3, sIde box- 

ings, cot'dtng and valance can be out on the stde of 50 

Ineh wtdth fabric. For 36 Inth width tbrtc the wing 

pioees should be cut front the odo oí the fabric to carry 

continuity or de3ign horizontally but they cannot be 

plaoed alongalde of the larger pleooa (Fim'e 5 (b), 

page 2). The valance has to be eut coswiae or the e- 

brie in 36 inch widths but the pattern dooa not have to 

be tched if it is box pleated all the ay around an the 

pleating breaka up the design. Pleats hang better if all 

are out crosswise or ali lengthwise of the fabric (Figure 

5 (a), page 22). 

3LECTION 0F FAERIC AND TRIM\IN0S 

' 

in choosing your fabric, it is important to oonai- 

der color, texture and design, in relation to the room .s 

a whole; whether the piece of furniture will be used as 

an accent, center of interest in the room, or to blend in:tO 

the background. Durability, ease of sewing, size and 

style of the furniture to be slipeovered, the needs of the 

Thwtly, whether e partIcular piece of furniture get3 ha 

' occasional use and whether the slipcover le to be 
washed or dryeleaned are also important considerations. 



t aUpeove that 1.3 eoi'reotly e fits t furnitiwe 

and Ivee tue appsanee of an upholetex'ed p1ee thus 

i.tStweight upholstery fabrica niay be used (1*ta 12, 

page]17). It the fabric ha a ririted destn, (P].ate 6, 

p&ge 25) be suxe to examine it careu1i In order to de 

termin. w)iether it ha been pintec straigit the grain 

of the fibri. Li the design is 1&re, the pisae o trn'nl- 

turfi on which it ta uaed shiId Ìave good Iizes, as a large 

destpn or boit color I11 attract attention to t1 ptee. 

A large psttern may be used as the aenter of tnterest. 

Roever, too much pattern in a room gives a c1uttred et 

feet. U th8 furniture has awcward ltns, use a plaIn 
tabrte or Small design arid taultw it to ve a hI ex or 

wider appearance. The lines ot the Zitue, whether 
straii;ht or om'ved should be considered when chooztng. t 

rabrie. }o1d p1atcI, stripes arzi g.tr10 desItn are 

12Qre appropriate ou furniture with ztraibt linos. iow 

ever a U chock ean be used ttraotiveiy on a t.radi 

tional piece. A patterned rabx'ic uay be used in combinz 

tion with plain. on floral f&bric3 ha'e the pattern 

ttflded with a minor fIgure down the center and tigo tdentt- 

cal pattorn3 drn each aide. It the doatnant foaturo is 

e rnpbaaLzed on inside bae ka a euuh.tonG, the nte 

inaide bacs: axxl ouhiona, in" luding sean a3ioanetì, eau 

not oxøced 25 inchos it width of rabrie ta 50 inobia, 
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Winged chair slipcovered in floral chintz by Mrs. F. A. 
Gilfillan in 1948 Adult Education Class taught by author. 

Plate 6 
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Instead of centering sections on fabric, they can be 

placed side by side. The valance then is cut crosswise. 

In choosing a plaid or stripe, a synimetrical rather than 

asrnmetrical (Figure 4, page 21) one should be chosen un- 

less allowance is made for extra fabric and a lot of 

patience in placing of the design on the furniture. If 

the difference in color value of the asyrrnnetrical stripe 

or plaid is great, it will give an unbalanced appearance 

to th'3 furniture. 

The durability of the fabric is important, if it is 

to be washed repeatedly. A washable slipcover hou1d be 

made of a guaranteed fabric or one whose residual shrink- 

av .e does not exceed 1%. The fabric should also be color- 

fast to washing and light. If a slipcover Is to be dry- 

cleaned, it should be colorfast to light and should be 

steam pressed bofore making. Look for labels on colorfast- 

ness and shrinkage. Avoid buying fabric that has to be 

shrunk as shrinking long pieces is difficult and conse- 

quently appearance may be impaired. (Appendix page 111). 

Suitable fabrics are slipcover, drapery, dress, ox' 

lightweight contemporary or traditional upholstery. 

Vrinkle and soil resistant fabrics make practical slip- 

covers, ir the fabric is heavy enough. Denins, (Plates 

4 and b, pages 14 and 15), poplins, percales, sailcloth, 

(Plate 3, page 6), tickIng, lightweight awning fabric, 
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chiflt7 (1ate 6, pe $) onhe'n, cretonne, cruthe, 

cordui'oy (PiBte 11, pae114), or ttttIngø rnke atis' 

tactoz7 wtihab1e elipoovera. tton da$h, broadea, 

reps (P1*;te 12, pagell7), end velvetesne should be dry. 

cisaned. Unen and llnen.41ke espeoleily t? 

raistant ers ntce roy tpocvra. Raycn (rlate 7, 

page 2e), aette nr n.ik, fe11o, rno1r, taffctc, c'amak 

or o,rdo ìy be ued fox' 1tpper, bouCoìr, occiona1 

choirs *md. tofs thìc1 do not 1ae terd u5age. These 

sb1d e dryiiesn.d. Light or rnediw weight vpo3 stevr 

tabrlea na be ed Cor tt1ored tiipcovers but shovid be 

dryoleaned (Piste ;, page 34). 

(Pintes 1, 2, 7 e Apperdx pote 

99) re tmpo'tait azid ahould bi pux'chaaed just ¿ carefully 

( the fabrtc and at the sane t1 f colors need tc be 

tcied or stfect of tritdgs obtained. The tHrvtttnge 

need to be checked for color fstras .d shrIrb&e. 

Moss ox' brushed fringe s ter4on to run when weshe 

arid the blues sind reers, espe1.&lly, n.y rot be eolor 

f*st to ligbt. if seit cording (Âppei,dix pure 75) is 

ted in the mekir of the slipcover, t is do of strips 

out on th crw or lenTthwise ;ratn cf the ?brtc, 

:tnd it is 1iíportart that CeEu1 cor'd io 'scd (prorix 

page 76). 



Occasional or boudoir chair slipcovered in a rayon novelty 
weave fabric, by Mrs. F. L. Ballard in 1948 Adult Educa- 
tion Class taught by author. 

Plate 7 



DESIGNING PHE SLIPCOVER 

Atte2' selecting the fabrie, it is important to make 

careful plans. Plain fabric eliminates nmtohing and p1ao 

tn or pattorn ori th3 furniture. 1Í the fabric Is plain, 

interest iiay be added by the u.e cxV self or eontrastlng 

trimniing. Bru3hed or nios fringe or aai'row pleating 

might be u3ed. If thG fabio i tezturod, it should be 

seLC triirnried in order not to dotrat frani the interest in 

the fabric. However, a non-textured ording in a match- 

Ing color or a deeper shade Gould be usod. If the Í'abrie 

has pattern, cording may be of the garne fabric or a harmon- 

izing contr'a$t. If the fabrtc is plaid, à Gordthg of the 

background cclor is better than self-corded. It the fa- 

bric is a stripe, cording or the background color or the 

color of one of the stripes is suggested. It Is weil to 

remember that the cording will divide the furniture in 

sections and too great a contrast rniht have a tendency to 

detract z'ather than add to the appearance. Trimming niay 

be used to accentuate the good lines of the furniture and 

awkward 11ne ean be minimized by using plain se&ms or 

self- cording. A alipeover can be rinished like the up 

holatery (Plates 3, II, 12, pages 6,114,11?), and still 

be removable, or a valance (Appendix pages 79 - 84, Plates 

1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, pages 4, 14, 25, 28, 34, 97,123), 

may be ued depending on the style and. condition of the 
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lega or the furniture and other furnsh1ngs in the room. 

V1anees hou1d be well proportioned. They may be box- 

pleated ali the way around, or inverted pieat may be 

placed at each corner, or groups of pleats may be used. 

A valance ori a slipeover makes lt more Informai. Â val- 

ance actually adds to the appearance of a traditional 

Queen Ann wing chair. On a slipper, boudoir or occasional 

ehair, that has attractive lege, a narrow iatife pleated 

i'uffle may be used instead of a valance. 

The placing of the design on furniture is very impor- 

tant. For example, if a large floral pattern is used, 

possibly a piece of drapery fabric 50 inches wide, place 

the center of the dominant feature of the pattern 

slightly above the geometric center of the inside back. 

Note the seat cushions cover 4 Inches of the pattern. 

On a davenport the three inside back pteees should be sen- 

tered the Same. Next in importance is the seat cushion. 

Depending on the size of the floral pattern, try to place 

the dominant feature slightly to the back of' the geometric 

center on the cushions. It should be well balanced for 

the space. The cushions should be made reversible, if 

possible, hever the design on the front boxing of a 

floral pattern will actually be upside down when the 

cushion is reversed so this should be kept in mind when 

choosing the front boxing. Choose a section that seems to 



carry the continuity,, but that caribe turned upside down 

and not be noticeable. The front boÎng ta at ribt 
angles to the top of the cushion and is broken by a cord 

ing so lack of continuity of pattern is not too apparent. 

Vtlien choosing the boxing, the nose and apron pieces need 

to be considered arid must carry the continuity of pattern 

from the boxing. Remember only part of the nose shows, 

the rest goes under the cushions. If the valance is 
pleated only at the corners the pattern should continue 

down the valance. (Plate 9, page 97.) To do this takes 

careful planning with the actual fabric to be used. The 

results are worth the effort. 
In choosing pieces for the right and left arm of the 

furniture, it is necessary to select pieces that give a 

similar effect as few floral fabrics are designed with 

right and left sides matching. It is important to have 

the design balanced on the furniture. The oenter of the 

dominant feature of the pattern on the arms should be 

placed to the back of geometric center if possible and 

note again the cushion covers 4 inches of the pattern. it 
is desirable to have a dark sectIon of the design placed 

toward the front of the arms where most people place their 
hands when using the furniture. 

If the slipcover is being planned for a wing chair, 
the right wing should be eut from the right edge of the 



zp7 tmport*t *e thø gtrtpes )ave to match up e dein aM 

s plaid b*a to inti z'osawtee and løngthwtae, h1a is eoutø 

psr*ttve1 oiai tu *yiitrtcìi stripe or pi*td, but tz an 

*a7trtøa1 on, the pi*eing of design baeora more oom 

p).to*td; espeoiaii if th ztght and left ara of the sltp'. 

eover carry aonttnuity ot atrape, one side will be reverse 

t. the instUe beak and r be qutte noticeable and give 

an unbalan ed appesranee *s3esa the eolor value Ot the 



stripe is very close. Plato 4, pago 14, is an aaynnetX'I- 

eal stripe. A better way is to carry the continuity of 

stripes from front to back of left arru across left wing 

across inside backs across right wing and from back to 

front of right arm. The stripes should match vertically 

and be centered In each section (Plate 4 and 8, page 14 

34). If plaida o r stripes are not matched perfectly, the 

entire effect of the slipcover is ruined. It takes care- 

ful planning, cutting and constructing for this kind of 

slipcover. Placing the plaid or striped fabric on s 

piece of furnitiireie similar to placing a large floral. 

It 1g Important for the stripe or plaid to be centered on 

the inside back and to have a continuity down the inside 

back, across the cushion, down the nose, apron and valance. 

In a stripe, whether the valance is boxpleated ali. around 

or plain, the valance has to be cut on the crosaise of 

the fabric with the stripes running up and down and the 

stripes have to match; the stripe thon determines the 

pleating (Plate 4, page 14). However, a boxpleatd val- 

ance for a plaid can be out from along the side or length 

of the fabric, as when it is pleated the pattern is broken 

up. if a plain valance is used the plaid has to match up 

and down. Always center a plaid horizontally on the dif- 

ferent sections. 

If a scenic pattern that incli4es animate objects is 

used, do not out off theIr heads. If the section has to 
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Lavson chair slipcovered with rayon uphoisterers 
stripe fabric by Mrs. Thomas Nven in 1948 Adult 

Education Class taught by author. 

Plate 8 
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cut through n animato f igue, be eure the section dir- 

oetly above or below exactly matches. 

Mark vertical grain lines down center inside hack; 

down center O arms arid center of cushions, nose and aprons 

on pìrnitur! with cord or heavy string 8eeured every 2 to 

4 inches with pins (or a z'ow of pins can be used as their 

heads can be felt through the slipcover). This line can 

be felt through the slipcover fabric and helps keep the 

grain lines straight and is a gde for centering fabric 
onto furniture (Figure 6, page 51). 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAIN FABRIC 

Check measurenient8 for accuracy. Have all necessary 

equipment at hand. Have fabric straightened and pro- 

shrunk when necessary and the layout plan and measurenient 

chart made for furniture being elipoovered where it may be 

readily referred to. 

With a tailor's chalk and a yardstick, mark out on 

the fabric the rectangular pieces exactly as on the layout 

pian made far the partIcular width of fabric being used. 

The layout plan has the width and length measurements on 

it and each section has been labeled. As eaeh piece is 

marked off on the fabric label it just exactly the same way, 



name of part, width and length moauronierits, that 

label to the section and do not remove imtti the section 

has been basted into the slipcover. When all of the sec 

tions have been marked with tailoi4s chalk on the fabric 

and all the labels are pinned in place, and the fabric 

layout has been checked against the layout diagram in- 

clu1ing the cording st.rips, if self-cording is used, then 

the slipcover is ready to be eut. This is a simple pro- 

cess when the measuring and calculating have been done be- 

forehand, 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR A FIGURED FABRIC 

For a figured slipcover, lt will be necessary to pin 

the fabric onto the furniture before cuttings In thia 

way the effect of the design can be seen on the furniture. 

Starting with the bottom of the fabric right side up, 

fold accordion fashion, the folds 15 to 18 inches deep, 

ending with the top end of the fabric on the top of the 

pile. Lay the folded fabric in front of the piece of fur- 

niture to be covered, centering the fabric with the center 

of the inade back. Unfold this fabric until enough has 

been released to go up the front of the furniture, across 

the UhiO, up the inside back and over the top at least 

on. inch beyond the scant. Usually the seam lines of the 

slipcover are the same as nn the upholstery, unless they 



are changed or 8peciai effect or definite reason. Shift 

t design upwazd until the dominant teatur of the patte?n 

IS above the geometrIc center of the inside back. The 

vertical curve or the inside back of the furniture i 

deterniin.xig factor for placing the design; for if the in 

side back is quite thick, the vertical curve will be 

greater and thue the dO8igfl Will h}ÀV t tendency to dis- 

appear over the top if placed too kìigh. Look at it from 

acro&s the roori both standing and sittirg to ses if the 

desired effect has been obtained. When satisfied with the 

placement of the design on the inside back, pin in piace. 

Pull the cushion forward 6 or B inGlies and push the fabric 

slightly into the crack betvzeen the inside back and seat; 

pin to hold in piace. Then put the cushion back into place 

under the fabz'ie with the inside back piece pushed down 

behind it. Now by shifting back the design on the cushion, 

ir necessary, place the dominant feature of the pattern 

back of geometric center of the cushion. If possible, 

where the back of the cushion touches the inside back, 

carry the design over the cushion. Since there is a right 

angle break between the inside back and cushion, it is 

more irxiportant, in a floral design, to have the design 

weil balanced on the cushion than to carry the continuity 

of pattern exactly from the inside back across the seat. 

Pin to hold in place. Look at the effect the two sections 



nake from several different ang1cs In the room. It may 

be necessary to shift the inside back up w down a little. 

If the fabric has been shUted downward, be aure to 

check if there is still fabric left at the top fo r i ineh 

seam allowanee, and if shifted upward, chcck to ee f 

fabric behind cushion i enough for tuckin plus seam 

allowance. When tho desired effect is obtained, mark 

with a lino of pins about 3 to 4 inches apart, the cutting 

lino at the of center inside back, and silarly mark 

the ethting line on each side of center inside back; re- 

member seam allowances. Mark the eutt lines at the 

back, front and sides of cushion; remember seam allowances. 

Remove freni furniture laying back into accordion 

folds. Carefully carry this folded fabric to a long 

table and place at the foot or at the foot of an open 

space on the floor where the fabric can be unfolded. Take 

the top edge arid unfold 3 to 4 yards, which should be well 

beyond the pin marked seetions. Starting with the lino of 

pins that mark the cutting line at top of center inside 

back, using the measurements in the chart, check the width 

and length measurements and 'with a line of pins mark the 
bottom of the inside back. As for example wIdth 23, 

length 3. 
With these two sections marked, It will be necessary 

to fInd identical sections for the topa and possibly the 



bottoms ,f all cush1on , a far aa , ttern iì concerned. 

The rht and left 1nid backe wfli start and end at the 

aame nace In the îttern as the center in1de back on 

not furniture. (See ezcetion in case the horizontal and 

vertical curves o? the furniture are great. Appendix 

nage 86, also igine 20 page.) 

It was necessarv to pin the Thbric onto the furniture 

to get the desired effect for the particular design chosen. 

)very floral piece has the dominant pattern repeated at 

regular intervals; the distance between these i called the 

ìattern break. It nay be 18 inches, 24 inches, 28 inches, 

30 inches or any amount in between, Measure the pattern 

break on the patticular fabric chosen. A cutting layout 

diaam can now be made by the following procedure 

(IP'igure 5, page 22. On butcher paper using 1/16 inch 

equivalent to I inch mark out the width for the fabric 

chosen and the length for anount of fabric needed as was 

done for the cutting diagrani for plain fabric; measure 

freni top of fabric to cutting line, top of center inside 

back (determined on the furniture), mark this on diagram 

(Figure 5, page 22). Then measure from cutting line down 

to top of fIrst donant feature in pattern. Mark this 

line on diagram with a colored pencil, then for example 

if the break is 24 inches, mark every 24 inches with 

colared pencil full length of the diagram. Take small 



scale pattern pieces for center, rtt an left inside 

backs and mark pattern break on them in same way. Lay 

the center inside back piece on diagram, matching lines. 
From top cutting line of cushion measure on fabric 

down to top of pattern break, for example 1 inch (Figure 

5, page 22). Mark this line to scale on the small scale 

patterns for the cushions and lay on the diagram to rit 

the next available pattern break, matching lines. Next 

mark the pattern break line on the small pattern piece 

for the right inside back and lay It on the butcher paper 

diagram where the next available pattern break line can 

be matched. 

When the cutting diagram has been established for 

center, right and left inside backs, and the three 

cushions, mark around the small pattern pieces and label 

diagram. Put these pattern sections aside. Do not plan or 

cut the three bottom cushions until the arms are located 

because, If necessary, the pattern can be slightly differ- 

exit on the bottom cushions in order to save fabric as long 

as the three bottom sections mat ch each other horizontally. 

Now, with a tailor chalk and a yardstick mark off center, 

right and left inside backs and three top cushion sections 

on the fabric being sure grain line is straight. Label 

each section wIth the name of part and width and length 

measurements. Pin that label to the section and do not 
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remove labels until that particular section has been 

basted Into the slipcover. Before cutting, alway$ re- 
cheek nieasurements, then cut out these sections by snip- 
ping an opening at the cutting line in order to avoid 
cutting across sides of fabric which will be used for val- 
anoe or other sections. Pin these sections onto the fur- 
niture for effect and matching pattern. The fabric left 
in between the niarkod sections will be used to cut the 

front bozings, nose and apron pieces, in matching design 
and the rest will be used for side borings and cording and 

other sections where design matching is uniniportant. The 

sides in 50 inch fabric will be used for valances, wings, 

arm front pieces and cordings. The sides in 36 inch fabric 

will be used fo cording. The fabric should not be wasted. 
Fo'd up the fabric accordion fashion again and lay the 

folded fabric in front of center inside back as before and 
see if section below where center inside back has been cut 

out can be used for a front boxing of a cushion. so 
the front bozings, aprons, and nose pieces can be cut an 

shown in the diagram if the pattern break is 23 inches to 
26 inches and the length measurements of inside backs and 
cush ions are approximately the same as in the diagram 
(Appendix, page 93 ) . The diagram is only a guide and is 
for a davenport which is much more complicated to cut 
than a chair; that is the reason it was used as an example. 
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Ir tim t paztion can be ttsed for the front boxing, label 

it ternpor*rt17 and inpth it from cushion. (3tti1 example 

FigUre , pe 22, to note where other front boxings, nose 
and apron pieces are planned. ) It will be noted that 

right aixi left aectione are placed s 2'elatton 

ot1iei aettone. (Example front boxings, nose and apron 

aeetions Figure 5, page 22.) 

'ihe front boxing usually establishes the pattern for 

the nose and apron except when a plain valance pleated 

only at the eornere is to be used, then the valance being 

the larger pl ece establishes the design for the apron, 

nose, and front boxings. ¶he design should be established 

for the valance at the sa tia as for each section on 

'which it tsplaeed it it is to carry continuity of pattern 

up from the valance; the valance being the inzpox'tant aso- 

tion. An exception le on the outside back where the val- 

anca should carry the continuity of pattern dosi, from the 

back because the back section is the rr piace and the 
design location on it is important ti' it Is to show. in a 

slipcover with a full boxplested valance, tiM for the 

cushions a front boxing plees that can be reversed , it 

necessary, without being noticeable. The continuity of de- 

sign should carry down the naso aM apron. Remember the 

top of the exposed part of the nose Is to match the bottom 

of the front boxing. Remember to allow for seam allowances 
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above and below lino of atah. 

The ai'm piocea are nest in importanee as to matching 

design an1 size of øøtiOfl. At this point the typo of arxìi 

front piece (Step 9, pages 5761 ) to be used is important 

so that the width maasurement of arm can be marked. Fold 

up the fabric accordion fashion again and lay folded f a 

bric in seat of furniture, cushion removed, with the top 

edge of the fabric parallel to the ami. Check the fabric 

between the sections already cut with the length measure- 

ment to see if the arm can be cut from them (unless they 

were to be used for front boxirigs, nose and aprons). This 

is sometimes true depending on the break of the pattern. 

ir not, unfold the fabric to the beginning of the uncut 

portion of fabric. Pull the fabric over the ful1est part 

of the arm and at leaet I inch beyond. the seam, and work 

out the design as was dono for inside back and cushions. 

Depending on tbe design, it is usually bettor to have the 

heavy part of th* design to the back of the arm but it 

should be well up an it in any case. Remember, a darker 

portion toward the front on account of soil. When the de- 

sign is thought satisfactory, pin the fabric into place 

and check its appearance by putting the seat cushion back 

into place. When the desired effect is obtained mark the 

top and sides cutting lines with pins. Remove from the 

furniture and proceed as described for inside backs and 



cushions. Stzie the dominant feature is usually toward the 

back of the fIII'U1 ture for the 1.n3lde arm$, rneasue from 

the edge of the fabr'lc to aide c'utting lines to e$tabiish 

these lines for the diagram. Check measurements. If, 

for example (F1ure 5 (a), page 22) the top cutting of the 

in8ide arm line Is 4 Inches above the top of the pattern 

break, mark the small pattern piecee and ley on diagram 

as before matching colored lines. The measurements, 

(yeasurement Chart page 1?) tor the winged davenport, 

(Plate 4, page 14) and a 24 inch pattern break were used 

for Figure 5 (a) (b), pago 22. Study bow it has been 

worked out. Directly on the diagram, far example, the out 

side back can be planned from the measurements and the pat- 

tern breaks. The design will be balanced between the seam 

line at top and the line vhere the valance covers it (or 

if no valance is planned the design should balance on tho 

entire length of back). The length is 33 inches, the 

valance will cover 10 inches (from pattern break down) 

whïeh leaves 23 inches. Since the pattern break is 24 In- 

ches all but two inches can be seen, giving one Inch for 

seam allowance. Thus measuring i Inch below the break for 

the top seam allowance, the back can be planned from the 

diagram. The sides or outside arms and outside wings can 

be similarly planned. The inside and outside wings should 

be cut from the sides of the fabric. The outside wing 
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should csxry the conttnutty of' pattern upward from the 

outside arms (F1gure 5 (b), page 22). In working out 

continuity of deiin always allow a seani above and b1ow 

the line of rnatehinR. 

After all of the major pieces have been laid on the 

diagram, eheok to be sure if the front boxings, nose and 

apron pieces oan be out in between the larger sections as 

planned, also cheek line of matching for seam aflowaneos. 

Place the boxings that do not have to toh in 5fl7 extra 

space. This Is an allowance et fabric to be sure all of 

the sections can be cut as planned. When this has been 

done, mark around the sections that are permanently lo- 

cated and label and put small pattern pieces aside. Do not 

mark around the temporarily placed sections. With tailors 

chalk and a yardstick niark out on the fabric the reotangu- 

lar pieces exactly as on the layout; label seetions, pin 

that label to section and do not remove untilhe section 
ha been basted into the slipcover. Cut out msrked sec- 

tions without cutting into the fabric unnecessarily. It is 

a good policy to make a list of the sections of the slip- 

cover 23& and to check then off as they are cut. Put 

down the total amount of cording and valance and as pieces 

of them are cut write down the balance required for the to- 

tal. Check to be sure pairs are cut to match. By this time 

the fabric that is left is mainly the long side pieces and 



sanie in between sections and that to be used for seat 

under cushions. 

When the matching sections have been planned and 

cut, the side borings, seat and valance should be marked 

off on the diagram and then on the Cabrio and cut. The 

remaining fabric, after ail sections arc ehcked off, is 

used for cording. If the yard stick is one and one-half 

inches wide, mark each side for cording. 

CTJTI1G INSThUCTIONS FOR STRiP OR PLAID FABRIC 

Except for centering stripes on each section to be 

sure there is a continuity of stripes horizontally and 

perfect matching of stripes vertically, the cutting of a 

striped slipcover is similar to that of a plain one. Each 

section can be cut right after another with no loss 

tween sections, as in a floral, as long as continuity of 

stripes is watched. Plie stripes must be centered in the 

sections and must match vertically in this order: inside 

backs; cushions, top and bottoms; front bozings; nose; 

apron; and valance, whether pleated or plain. The stripe 

on the arm muet be matched vertically wIth the stripe on 

the outside arm or sido. The side must match outside wing; 

the inside wing must match the outside wing; the outside 

back muet match the insIde back. The arm front pieces 

must have the stripes located on them so as to give the 
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ette,t or tetng afrror tug.s ol' s*ch oth? and suet 

eart thø conttrrnty from the nose and apron. It the 

stripes do not itch, the ottect of the eltpeovsr te 

ruinød (P3et08 4, 5, 8, pegee 14, 15, 34). 

A plaid bss to n*th vertically and boriLonta11y' 

other'wiee it le similar tu oitting both to a stripe and 

to a floral pattern, ?be sanie pieces bave to uatoh ver 

tiasily as a stripe bnt horizontally the inside baeke have 

to rnatc each other, the eushione have to natch each other 

and the outside *ri* should tch the outside bsek at the 

peint of oontact. Use the outttng instruction. ror a 

floral and a stripe ea a guido. It the plaid t syiirnetrt 

cal, each section should be centered uniformly. Each 

p1îd has to be worked out to fit the individual piece of 

turniture and ta the moat difficult type to make. 

CONSRUCTION (APPENDXX PAOI5 104 to 106) 

Z. Ccrdtng 

stake cording for slipcover (App.ndtz page 76 , Figure 

21, page 78 ), 

8t 2. Insi4* BH) 

With the furnitneis s low table or horsee, pin 

(Appendtx pageD3) conter inside back of slipoover right 

aide of fabric out (Appsndtz page 100) er center tnitde 

back of furniture, making sure crosswise grain (Ptgure 8 



page 51) of fabric is parallel to floor and de$ign Is 

placed on furnituz'e as planned in cutting. Anchor îabrlo 

securely to furniture with pins, leaving seam ai1owane at 

A-13, A-C, Bi-D, and tuck-In allowance at C-D, (FIgrne 6, 

page 51, and Appendix page 70). PIn along curve from A to 

B folloi'ilng seam lines of upholstery. If this curve Is 

great, small darts (Appendiz pagelOO, Figure 26, pago 102) 

may be nece8sary to make fabric fit snugly. Place cording 

along À to C and B to D directly over cording of uphol- 

stery; baste. Placo right inside back piece on furniture 

right side of fabric out; pin the same way as for center 

inside back; pinning securely from B to E using darts, 1±' 

necessary. Fold in seam allowance at B to 1) and pin with 

pins at right angles to fold. Slipetitch (Appendix page 

)) this fold very close to cord (Figure 26, page 102) with 
very small stItches, using contrasting heavy duty thread, 

through two thicknesses of inside baeks and cording. E- 

tra seam allowance (Appendiz page 74 ) is allowed at E to F 

to tuck Into space between inside backs and wings. Place 

cording from E to F io top of cord fits into space but 

still shows. Pin it Into place by pinning top of the 

cording with pins parallel to. oo. Remove from crack 

and baste the cord to inside back frani E to F. The left 

inside back Is constructed the same as right inside back. 



3tep 3 Inside Wings 

Pin reotanguiar piece cut tor inside wing on iride 

ring et furniture,. placing accuratc1y for gDin and de.- 

aigu ti1owing I inch seams at A-B and 3.-C (Pigtn'e '7, page 

51) The seatn i1wance for A.-D (Fg.1re t7 

si 

should be the same nei,ed aiirnt at Ea4 (ptj 6, page 

51) tnztde back. Extra fbric i a11red at C-D Pigure 

7, p9ße 5j) so it can b slashed to fit aroimd curve. 

Pull fabric snugly over ving between and B (Figure 7, 

pago 51) ai pin along seam ot ttpholstery. A10 pull 

around wing betwen B and and pin, It will be necessary 

to take a dart at ornr of wing B so that fabric will fit 

snioothly and grain linee of fabric will rerath trtight. 

rn ardor tc fit curve between ar and inside wing, it 

will ho necessary to 3lash Thbrlc between C and D (P5.rure 

9, page 54), 

In slashing fabric te fit around a curve of the fur.- 

niture, do it cautiously. For example, between inside arm 

and inside wing make a long la5h in center of curve but 

he careful not to cut too close to eani (an extra 3-4 in.- 

ches liga been allowed here in cutting out slipcover to ai.- 

low mr fitting). Slash to right and left of center 

lash,gradual1y ea,1ng fabx'to around eurve; continue 

3iaahing in between najor slashes until fabric fits 

smoothly. Trim off excess fabric. Pin and then baste a 
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piaa of cording from, C to D (Appendtx page 'p ). Usually 

the eord point.s up and. the sean down (Appon11x pase 77), 

unless, i' 0X1 a paxtieular pie oÍ rurniture, I t fits 

better opposite. Later, tbe cord is basted to the arìn, arid 

the win&ç sliptitehed to it, hoiNvsr this ssaiu is not 1ip- 

stiteho. (Step 11, page 61) untIl the ami front pIeces are 

put oiito the arm and stitched as then the arn can be pulled 

back arid a sxuger Lit obtained between ami and wing. On 

ìome pieces of Lurniture the cord is omitted at this point 

arid a plain earn is substituted; however a corded seam is 

stronger. The cord should be slashed tho same a the wing 

piece 5.n Order to fit around the curve. 

Fold in seam allowance of wing pIece A to D (Figure 

7, page 51), pin next to cord. Slipatitch with very sniall 

stitches from A to D (Figure 7, page 51). 

Pin a piece of cording, following scam lines of fur 

niture starting at A (Firo 9, pagc54 ), where under-arm 

seam meets in.ide wing, and contInue to H. Slash cording 

to fit around corners at C and F. Baste cordthg. It Is 

Important, at this point, thata11 seams arid darts are 

turned properly (Appendix page77 ), hovcver be sure to 

leave darts and seams free so they can later be released 

for machine stitching. 

3tep 4 Seat 

Mo1iine atitch the neotions of the seat. They may be 
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FIGURE 6.- Inside bocks showing groin line pins and seam locations 

FIGURE 7.- Inside wing 

FIGURE 8.- Inside wing slashing 



seamed at same placee as inside back pieces (Figure 8, 

page 51, A-C and B-D) or at any other place since it does 

not show just as long as desired width is obtained, plus 

tuck'.:In between arm and seat A-C, B-D (Figure 10, pago 

54), and length B.F plus tuck-in at E and seam allowance 

at F. The seam C-ID has been established by the construe- 

tien of the fuxniture (Figure 16, page 64). 

Step 5 Nose Pieces (Appendis page 93) 

Pin center nose piece G to (Figure 10, page 54) 

onto furniture making sure grain lines and design are 

placed accurately, allowing for seam. at G and H. Pin 

cording to either side and proceed to slipatiteb right 

and left nose pieces as in Step 2, inside backs. Fold 

cording toward outside of furniture. Pin and slipatitch 

small darts at corners of nose at I and J. Pin and then 

baøte cording from K to t (remove cord to seams, Appendix 

page '77). It is necessary to note at this point that the 

right and left nose pieces will later be attached to the 

with a horizontal seam, the arm will be attached to 

the arm front piece with a vertical seam. For seam be- 

tween nose and seat mark right side of right nose piece 

and left side of loft nose piece where nose meets arm, 

so when seat section is sewn to nose pieces the machine 

stitching starts and ends at these points. This is so that 

the nose piece can be attached to the arm with a horizontal 



seam and the seat seetion can be pushed down as a tuck-In 

and stitched to arm tuck-In with a vertical seam. 

Step 6 Apon Pieces (Step 12, page 63) 

Pin center apron piece onto furniture checking for 

grain line and design and proceed as described for nose 

pieces. At this point it will. be noted that the right and 

left apron pieces will later be attached to the arm front 

pieces with a vertical seam. Fold In seam allowance K to 

L (Figum 10, page 54) and sllpstitch apron pieces to nose 

pieces with very small stitches, as close to cord as posai.- 

ble. Be sure to skip darts and vertical seams so they can 

be released later for machine stitching. If a lower apron 

is being used, Instead of a valance, proceed the same as 

for the upper apron, first basting a cording at bottom of 

upper apron as was done for nose. It is necessary when 

a lower apron Is used that fabric has been allowed to go 

under furniture for fastening. When a valance Is used 

the upper apron is lengthened to go to bottom of furniture 

plus small hem allowance (Appendix page6). 

Step 7 Machine Stiteh Inside Backs, Inside Wings, Seat, 

Nose, and Apron. 

Remove inside backs and inside wings from furniture. 

Machine stitch first any darts and small seams, such as 

cording at bottom of wings and then the long vertical seams 
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FIGURE 9. - Cording outside wings and across top cf davenport 

FIGURE 0- Seat, nose and apron 
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between the Inside backs ana between in1de backa and 

w1ng uaing a eordtng foot attachment for machine and 

stitoh as c]oJ6 to eord as posib1e. Machine stitch 
cordIng (Figure 9, page 54), being sure darts and corded 

seams aro turned properly so that cord points to sidos 

of' furniture. Pin, then baste back of seat to bottom of 

inside backs and machine stItcz being sure corded seams 

are turned properly. This is the tuek.in between Inside 

backs and seat. Vertical seams should be taken at each 

end of the tuckIn between inside backs and seat as this 
tuokIn fits between the vertical posts on either side 

of the Inside backs; it has the appearance of a pocket 

when the ends are sewn (FIgure 16, page 64). 

Remove nose and apron pieces. Machine stitch darts 
and short vertical seams first and then the long bori. 
zontal seams. Then pin and baste top of nose piece to 
the front of the seat section, from marked points where 

nose meets arm. Machine stitch this seam. Pin onto the 

furniture, very carefully, this completed part of the 

slipcover. 

Step 8 Arm and Side 

Whore the side fits under the curvo of the arm is øne 

of the most important fitting seams, as tar as appearance 

is concerned, of the entire slipcover. Pin arm section 
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tnto p1c being tr' grain lins, dsgn, tuck.th and 

eam a?1oince ar crre4. Pui1 fabrc vr cirve of 

arm and rnooth thto p1ae. Pin curoIy along line A-B 

(Figure 11, page 59) untIl arm set1on fIts a o1oe1y as 

upholtry ite1f and with taiiSs ha1k mark this seam. 

On a very full arm a dart may be necosary under the 

ciurve at the front, and If thare i no w1n a dart is 

necessary at the baak of the arm, 'but if possible fit with- 

out darts; if darts are necessary s3.ipstitch and then ma 

chine stitch before proceeding. If small front pleoez 

(Figure 13 (b), page 59) are used nd no cording Is u$ed 

at edge of arm, fit fabric around curve at front of rim 

taking small darts to keeD the grain 8traight and take in 

the extra fabric. The darts on oath arm should match the 

other n 1oation and appearance. Temporarily pin side 

section into place top aide and bottom checkIng for seani 

allowances, grain and design. Remove top pins and fold 

in seam allowance from A to B (Figure 11, page 59) and 

pin into place, so'that it fits just as smoothly as the 

upholstery itself (there is no cord in this seam 1f the 

arm has a large curve). If the curve of the arm is large, 

this is a hard seam to slipatitch on the furniture be- 

cause of location. Remove side and bottom pins holding 

side section onto furniture and starting at the left A, 

(Figure li, page 59) gradually release the pins that hold 
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the arm section to the fru1ture, p1acing them b ptn 

ning the side section to this tatior's chalk marked line. 

Remove a pin from arm section and replace it by pinnIng 

the side to arm and continue to the right until all the 

pine holding the arm to this under arm-section have been 

replaced by pinning the side section to the arm section. 

Do not remove pins that hold the am in any other place 

except under this curve. Refit to be sure it tits accur- 

ately. When it is ali released and checked for fit, lItt 

up the side section and hold it with the left hand and 

starting at the front of the seam B (Figure 1, page 59) 

slipstiteh from right to left. (A left handed person 

would reverse this procedure (Appendix page l2. 

Step 9 Arm Front Pieces 

If a large front piece is used, pin cording arou 

edge of arm starting at point just below where valance 

will cross front piece between front piece and apron, 

around the arm and down the aldo to a point directly 

opposite the starting point (Figure 12 (a), page 59). 

Baste cording to arm and side from B to C but do not 

baste to apron A to B; leave this section of cording 

fx'*e. Pin front piece into place checking grain, design 

and seam allowance (Figure 12 (b), page sg). Slash at 

deepest point of reverse curve. When pinned in place cut 

off excess fabric. Fold In seam allowance and slipstitch 



(Plguz'e 12 a, (b), (e), pago 59). 

I X?) J! 

1. Fit large arm tront pt*e sa described above, then 
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thrt that they fit mïoothy around curre 

and 11. f1t ga1nt the front (Figure i (b), page 59) 

Remove from furnIture and naohine ttitch darts. Refît 

nd 1f no tii.rther aduting Is neeess cut out th ezss 

ce fabr1c of the d8rt8 rnd pn arm md side baci: onto 

furniture. Pin and theo baste cord from B to C and then 

proceed as for (1). flepeat process for other front piece, 

being sure darts match in size and location. Do not try 

to machine stitch in one opration. 

3. If a pleated section Is used on front ga was done 

on end section (Plate 10 (a), page 54, FIguro (c), 

page 59) pin and then beste cording around edge of arm. as 

was done for the large front pieee. Fold in edge of a 

straight piece of fabric eut In length from A to G plus 

seam rllownces and width from A to C plus seam allow- 

ances. Pin and then sliptiteh this folded edge as close 

to cording st edge of arm as possible from A to B (Figine 

13 (c), page 59). Make small evenly spaced "tane' shaped 

pleats from D to E and pin in pisce. Pin and then baste 

cording. from C to F. Put an small section as described 

above being sure to slipstitch and then machine stitch 

£rom D to E in first operation then C to D and E to F. 

This arm front piece is most effective on plain fabric. 

Bepeat process on other front piece. 



Step 10 OUtside Wt 

Put arn front p*ee an side, Whieh hove been nmchine 

t1tehed together, on the furniture, pinning acureiy in 

pLace. Ivßrçy time a sectIon i removed tram the fumi- 

tuxe it alwuld be pinned just c8retuily, when it is 

put bßøk in place, as was done the first ttrne. The et- 

feet of the best nade slipcovex' en bo ruined b7 being 

carelessly put on the furnitur'e. Pin securely urier the 

arri, top, bottom and aides of both ax'm and aide sections. 

Pin outside wing section into place being sure the pattern 

Is rnatehed where outside ,ing is attached to side (Plate 5, 

paie 15). Fold in seam a11owarie from Â to B (Pitn'e 14, 

page 62); pin ar1 then nlipstitch to in$ìde wîn as close 

to cording as possible. Repeat process for other out- 

sIde wing. 

Step 11 Pitting Am to Wing and In8ide Backs and SIde to 

Out side Wing 

Fold back arm section at wing and slash as was done 

for fitting curve at bottont of wing (Figure 8, page 51). 

Wn the fabric has been earefu11 slashed to fit, be sure 

seam allowance bas been left from E to F (Figure 159 page 

62) and B to C (Figure 14, page 62). Prim off excess seam 

and fold In seam allowance. lt is best to start trimnIng 

seam from center slash (1) to right (2) and left fitting 

and checking 3OS!n allowances as It is trimmed. Pin and 
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FIGURE 4.- Outside wing 

FIGURE 15.- Arm slashing 



then slipatitch a close to cording as possible front B to 

E to F (Figure 15, pe 62) and B to C to D (Figua'e 14, 
pgge 62). Basto a cording A to E (Figure 14, page 62) 

along outside baek (note cord, Plate 2, page 5). If no 

valance, put cording full length of back. Repeat pro- 

0088 for other side of furniture. It is very important 

that the arm and wing are joined so that they fit as 

snug as the upholstery. 

Step 12 Fitting Apron to Artn Front Piece 

Bring left apron piece under left front piece A to 

B (Figure 12 (a), page 59) and pin in place. Pin and 

basto cord that was left free in Step 9 from À to B to 

apron. Pin and slipstitch front piece to cord as close as 

possible; this is a vertical seam. Repeat for right 

apron and right arm front piece. 

Step 13 Fitting Nose Piece to Arm 

The seam between nose and arm is a horizontal one 

starting at point where apron fits into front piece and 

proceeding back. to point where seat and nose are seamed 

(back edge of post) A to B, (Figure 16, page 64). This is 
a plain seam. Pin left nose to left arm and lift up to 

slipstitch using very small stitches. Repeat for right 

nose and arm. If nose pieces are fitted correctly be- 

tween nose and arm, the corner of the nose can be moved 



FiGURE 16.- Tuck-ins between 
arm and seat, and seat and inside back 
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vertically with no tain on the seam. If there ia a 

strain, the seam ta placed too high on the arm piece. It 

should be in line with the seam between the nose and 

apron. 

Step 14 PUku.ifl Between Seat and Arm 

If cut and placed correctly the tuck-In allowance of 

seat and arms Is the sanie depth. Mark with tailor!s chalk 

the line where seat touches arm the full length of tuck-in 

on both seat and arm. When the slipcover is removed from 

the furniture for further machine stitching, match lines 

and pin and baste allowing 1 inch seams at bottom of 

tuck-in. This is a horizontal seam. At the front (back 

of post) (Figure 16, page 64) and between the arm and In- 

side back are two small vertical seams of the tuck-in. 

This forms a pocket that fits between these two vertical 

posts (Figure 16, pago 64). Slipatitch the horizontal 

seam in front of the back posts (Appendix page rio, Fig- 

urea 16 and 17, page 64), 

Step 15 Outside Back Sections 

If the back sections are to be corded, put the three 

(Appendix page 94) sections together starting with the 

center outside back, just exactly the same as the inside 

backs Step 2. Pt cording on each side of center outside 

back A to B, C to D (Figure 19, page 64A). Pin right and 



left backs into place and slipstltch to center outside 

back. Fold in seam allowance at top G to E and slipstitch 

top of backs as close to cording on inside backs as 

possible Fold and pin in seam allowance on sides E to F 

and G to H. Usually one side can be closed and still 

perni.lt the renoval of the slipcover; if so, slipstitch one 

side, lRavng the other side free. About the only time two 

sides of the backof davenports or ehairs need to be left 

free is when the arms are difficult to fit beeause they 

extend forward beyond the arm front pieces or when it is 

necessary to fit around wooden arms. After the slipoover 

is completely finished and the valance is sewn in place 

and the slipcover is being put on the furnitue for use, 

then slip5titch the side with very srtall stitches and 

thread. Do not use zippers or snap closings on 

this type of slipcover (Appendix page 112). 

Step 1 Valance (Appendix pages 7984, Figure 23, page 8) 

Sew valance strips together, press open seams. Reni 

bottom of valance and pleat as planned. Stitch with a 

long stitch to hold the top of the pÏeats. Try on turni- 

turc to see if pleats meet at the corners s planned; if 

not, clip thread and adjust depth of pleat slightly; pin 

in place. Lay seam edge of cording ( inch allowed) on 
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top edge of valanee ( ineh allowed) (Appendix page 74); 

sew cording to top of vainoe with i ordThg foot. Sow 

! close cord !. 1b1. From rneurii.ng chart got 

top height of valanee from floor and with a ruler nark off 

this line on the slipcover, (etther with a row of pins 

or ta1ors chalk) the entire circumference of the f urni- 

turo; starting at the back edge of outside arm on the side 

that 
.2 continuing eomp1ete]r around the furniture. 

Starting at this same side (leaving 2 Inches of valanee 

for fitting around outside back) under the other end of 

valance pIn valance to slipcover with pins parallel to top 

of cording and pin cording to slipcover at marked line. 

Pin close together to hold it verj firm. When the valance 

is completely pinned on, cheek lt for evenness. Where 

pleats meet at closing be sure they meet the same as the 

rest of the pleating, if not adjust pleating slightly. 

Step 17 Machine Stitching Remainder of Slipcover 

Remove slipcover from the furniture, stitch back vor- 

tical seams first, then across top and down closed side. 

Stitch small seams between apron and front pieces, and 

nose and arm and tuek-ing between arm and seat, also hort- 

zonta]. seams in front of back posts. Then stitch val- 

ance. Pinned the way it is, it is not necessary to baste. 

If pattern tends to slip in stitching, diagonally baste 



enttre valance with very ma11 atitches (Appendix page 

102 and. in). Machine stitch a close to cord a pos1- 

hIe being eure aU earns and darts are facing the cor- 

rect way. seam allowance niay be trimmed off be- 

fore the valance i 8tltched. ) Hein bottom of' slipcover 

with a small plain horn. Press and put onto turniture. 

The slipcover, except for cushions, is complete. 

Step 18 Putting S]4poover Onto the Furhiture 

Â perfect slipcover will look mediocre if it is care- 

lessly put onto the furniture. When the slipcover is 

completed and first put on the furniture and every time 

the slipcover is removed from the fur niture for cleaning 

or washing bo sure to put it on as carefully as it was 

fitted the first time. Pin the slipcover tothe furniture 

under the valance, and pin it at the sides of the back, ea- 

pecialiy at seam between side and wing under arm. Slip- 

stitch closing with matching thread as close to cord as 

possible with very small stitches. Using U-shaped slip- 

oover pins, pin the entire slipcover to bottom edge of 

furniture, if no valance Is used bring lower apron under 

furniture an1 catch stitch to dust cloth of furniture. 

Step 19 Cushions 

Sew ends of front and sido boxings together in long 

strips, press open seams. Sew cording, matching seam edges 



(,.- th(h) to ßa:h edge of the boxing. Pü front boz1n 

in placo 1e out, mLtchin design as planned onto 

front boxing of cutthton. Plu side and back boin in 

pia,e. re boxtng will b@ aead eithr ion aide or bek 

of eULthiOfl. Fold over aown wisre two end n of boxing .ieet, 

one end over othtw end and pin. Remove seam tord of one 

pieeo of ooriln& to thl3 point (the oord will hvo to be 

rIpped froi boxîníj 2 inca eaeh wa frau point of etingì. 

Open up fm$3rns o both cordings and placing rizbt 8ide o 

eord together join the two pieoa of cord toso thor (Fig 

"we 22, '78). Cut out ezoo seam; told fabric back 

(r:er eaìi cord and rost . Itoh soam. Tha seam card ende 

hou1d dust ovorlap each other' s1iht1y. This ntn1 t 

eontinuous cox'd around cuz hion. Clip ooxd at corners o 

that it t1i lie flat for stitching Las' top eetIon at 

cushion 1ght side out onto top of cushion; pin in place. 

Fold in aeam allowance al]. the wai around and elipstitch 

as close to cord as possible. Do bottom section the an 

except leave oren 4 inches each aide of back and alont back 

in order to remove cushion. turn wrong aide out and 

8titch as close to cord as possible. Clip fabric at cor-i 

nera. Trim out exoea3 fabric and prea. Put onto 

and sltpstitch opening closed a cloae to cord a p0s31b1 

with rnatchinC thread. Repeat prooeaa for other ouahons. 
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APPENDIX I 

TUCK-INS 

Tuck-in Megsuzementa (Figure 16, 17, page 64) 

The depth of each tuck-in should bo aceurately 

measured on each piece oÍ fttrniture. Pu8h a ruler down 

between Inside back and $eat, between arm and seat, be- 

tween wing and inside back or arm and inside back if no 

wing, or in a tubed-back chair, between the individual 

tubes; these are the parts of the furniture that usually 

need a tuck-in. To this measured amount add a seam al- 

lowanes. The tuck-in between the inside back and aeat 

and between arm and seat should be the same. If the 

tuck-in is too deep for the space it will wrinkle the re- 

spective parts. A tuck-in is always used on furniture that 

has deep springs because when that tuz'niture is used the 

spring movement causes strain on the soazus. To determine 

ii. a tuck-in is necessary on a particular piece of fur- 

niture check the vertical movement of the springs when the 

chair or davenport is in use and if lt causes an opening 

of the crack, seams made at the surface would be strained 

and eventually pull apart or toar, so a tuck-in is no- 

008sary. Generally, the arm seat tuek-ln should begin in 

back of the front posts of the furniture and end In front 

of the back posts. The tuck-in below the inside backs 
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should include vertical tuck.in between wings and Inside 

back. There is a horizontal seam in front of the back 

posts between arms and Inside back8 at the saine line as 

the top of the apron in front in order to allow the same 

vertical movement of the springs as around the end of the 

nose pieces between nose and arms. If there Is a strain 

on this seam, it is placed too high. 

Back and Side Tuck-ins can be Continuous 

The back and side tuck-ins can be continuous if there 

is space in front of the back posts to tuck in the fabric. 

Bias Tuck-ins (Figure 18, page 64) 

A bias tuck-in is essential for a good fit on chairs 

with a curved inside back (Plate 5, page 6), but unnec- 

essary on other types. The length of the bias tuck-in is 

the depth of the space plus 2 Inches for seam allowances. 

The curved shape of the back of the seat section tuck-In 

Is used as a pattern for cutting this bias section. This 

bias tuck-In is sewn to the bottom of the inside back 

(which may be tubed or curved In a fan back chair) and 

back of seat section which is curved. The bias tuck-in 

should extend only around the curved portion of the chair 

between the back posts and the ends should be seamed with 

a vertical seam forming a pocket. The tuek-in between 

arma and seat should not be bias and should end just in 



front of the back post of chair 

horizontal seam should be made 

back below the surface in front 

mount below the surface depends 

placed too high there will be a 

s e am. 

with a 

Detweefl 

of the 

on the 

defini 

vertical seam. A 

seat and inside 

back posts. The a- 

spring action. If 

te strain on the 

Tuck-ins on Chairs with no Separate Seat CushIon (Figure 16, 

page 64) 

Slipeovers with no seat cushions sometimes offer a 

problem in fitting (Plate 7, page 28). It is usually ne 

cessary to put in a tuck-in between seat and inside b*Ók 

and between seat and arms. If the upholstery has ten- 

dency to pull open at the crack when the chaIr is used, 

measure the depth and make a regular tuck-in between in- 

side bask and seat and between arm and seat. The arm seat 

tuck-ins should extend from the back of the front post to 

the front of the back posts (the posts are the extensions 

of the legs making the frame for the arms and back of the 

furniture), The back tuck-in will extend between the two 

back posts at the bottom of the inside back. A horizontal 

seam will connect the tuck-in in front of the back posts 

fairly near the surface, unless the spring action is pro- 

nounced. If the crack fits tightly and does not open up 

when used, make a normal or corded horizontal seam at the 
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top of the crack; allow ectra eain allowance the depth 

of the crack to tuck-in when the slipcover is put on the 

chair; this extra seani allowance will hold the slipcover 

in place. 

Roll Made to Hold Tuck-in In Piac. 

Fold a 3 to 4 inch strip of fabric, the length of the 

side and back tuck-ins of' chair or davenport, over a roll 

of cotton about l to 2 inches in diameter. Turn in 

inch seam allowance on each edge and top stitch. This 

niakes a snake.like roll that eau be pushed in the tuck- 

ins to help hold them in place. This is especially needed 

when the crack between seat and inside back and seat and 

arms is large, or on an occasional chair without a sopar- 

ate seat eushion. The diameter of the 'tropo" depends on 

the size of the crack, thus the moasurentents may vary. 

The neasurements given above are for the average size 

crack. To get an estimate of the size needed, roll a bath 

towel up lengthwise and measure the diameter of the roil. 

SEAM ALLOWANCES 

Seani Allowances and Exeeptions 

Seam allowance added to accurately measured distance 

is generally one inch. Exceptions to the one inch seam 

allowance are: (1) on the boxing of the seat cushions 
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where the depth i aecurat1y ioas'ured, uua11y 3 to 3j 

tnehes,and a ean 9iiowance of meli i added to each 

e ut glvthg 4 to 4 Inchea cit deptth, where boxins 

tire thed only Inch e*eh end need be allowed; (9 the 

top of va1anea where j Inch aearn 12 allowed, also wie 

vaiauee setioni axe joined to each other only - tneh need 

be alloiwed each end; (3) bottom ot wing where it neeta 

rm and Inside of aim whore ar m neets wing or rm meets 

Inside back on other types of furniture, to the mensurad 

distance add et least 3 to 4 inches ror slashing and flt 

ttni around eurve. The greater the curve the larger the 

a1ioanoe necassarr 3, 15, pages 51, 62); (4) 

1 inch serns allowed where cording strips are joiie to 

seeh other. 

Extra Seam Allowances Used as uok..ins 

in asuring right and left inside back pieee and 

inside wing pieces an extra seam allowance is allowed be.. 

tween Inside wing and inside back as a tuck-in. In siak 

the upholstered furniture the Í'abric cerosa the in- 

side back is pulled around the trans and tacked on the 

back of the ftLrn iture; the fabric on the inside wing is 

pulled around the wing rz'ame and tacked 6n the back et the 

wimp. piece. This, of course, cannot be done on a ilip 

oover. Stnee there is little strain here a pteo of 
cording is placed in this seam at line where inside wings 
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eontaot Inside backs 1eavin a 1- to; 2 Inch ream a110 

ance (rnea3uie depth of space on actual furniture before 

fabric i out). This seam is left then and tucked ints 

space when slipcover is put on the furniture, thus hold- 

ing the slipcover securely at this point. If a deep 

spring unit is used in the back and the crack between the 

wing and back actually open up during use, make a regular 

tuck-in. The measurement is the same: the depth of the 

space plus seam allowance. Where the angle is large be- 

tween the wing and inside back and there is no crack in- 

to which a seam or tuck-in can be pushed, make a plain 

corded seam. 

Amount of Cording Neoded (Figure 21, page 78) 

Thirty five yards of cording are usually needed for 

Q davenport and it takes about ] yards of 36 inch Width 

fabric or I yard of 50 inch width fabric to make it, 1f 

cut crosswise of fabric. A chair takes about 24 yards of 

cording. Cording is made by cutting strips l inches wide 

on the crosswise or lengthwise grain of the fabric. If 

cording is cut lengthwise of the fabric fewer seams are 

necessary. The corded seams of the upholstered furniture 

should be used as a guIdo In amount of cording necessary. 

In addition add cording for slipcover between wing and 
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thide back, aim and inside back, arm and w1n (in rno3t 

cases), around front pieces, top of valance and down 

sida of outside back (Figure 2, page l6) 

Seam Cord or Seaming Cord 

Seam or seaming cord can be purchased troni the mati 

order houses, and is listed under upholstery and slipcover 

trimmings, or from the local upholsterer, and sometimes 

in department stores. It comes in two sizes, the smaller 

3/16 inch size is most oorrmionly used. Seam cord la a 

cellulose fiber covered by a mesh and does not need to be 

shrunk before using. Xt can be washed or dryoleaned, Do 

use cable cord whtoh ean b distinguished by its rope- 

like construction. It makes an uneven cording aven when 

used with bias strips which, of course, is the more ex- 

pensive way of cutting strIps1 Ready made welting of 

different fabrics and colors may be used. The most corn- 

mon is twill welting. These should be checked for color- 

fastness, if the slipcover is to be washed. 

Çordi Construction (Figure 21, pago 78) 

In cutting cording cut it accurately 1 inches wide 

(except for very heavy fabric, then it should be I 3/4 

inches wide), When folded over the seam cord, it leaves 

* inch seams which can be used as a guide in stitching, 

especially on boxinga and top of valances. Cut long 
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stripe ]. 1ncho wide along the rovise or 1ength;1ie 

j:raìn of the fabr; sew together to form a continuous 

t:ri:p. Fold over eat cord and ew 1/B to 1/16 inoh 

from cord so in final t1tching to slipcover, the first 

stitching won't show. If cording is ut lengthwise of 

the fabric, fewer seams are necessary. Pin seam cord 

to end of cording strip to keep from pulling through when 

stitching fIrst time. 

Corded Seam Orossing Corded Seam 

Where one piece of cording crosses another piece of 

cording as D (Figure 7, page 51) have major long seam 

A-E cross over top of short minor seam D-C. Remove seam 

cord (inside) in this minor seam up to cross seam. This 

Is to avoid bulk and flatten seam to make stitching 

smoother. This is done whenever a corded seam crosses 

another corded seam. 

Direction Corded Seams Face 

The cording on the finished slipcover will point out- 

ward or upward on furniture. For example, in the corded 

seams between center inside back and right Inside back, 

the cord will point outward, to the right facing the 

finished piece; or conversely the seems will point to- 

ward the center of the inside back piece on the inside. 

This is the same principle as used in dress making. 
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FIGURE 22.- Joining two ends of cording 



Rotiovø Cording on Old Upholstery 

Ir upholtory is old nd th 11pcovr used as a 

perianent cover, cut out the cordIng of the upho1itery 

vtth a sharp razor blade when the slipcover is finished 

and ready to be put on, This decreases the wear at 

points sueh as front of arms and front of cushions, 

VALANCE 

Measuxing Furniture for Valance 

A valance around the lower edge of a slipcover can 

be pleated in several different ways or gathered. It 

should be in harmony with the style of the furniture, 

other furniàhings in the room, and the type of fabric 

chosen and in proportion to the size of the furniture. 

The length measurement from top to bottom should be taken 

while the furniture is in place. If it is to be used on 

a soft earpeted floor and is full length, the ftnished 

length will be shorter than one used on a bare floor, 

due to the sinking of the furniture Into the pile of the 

rug. If tt is to be pleated, work out a pleating arrange 

ment before going any further (Figure C3, page 83). The 

necessary fullness to allow for a pleated valance de- 

pends on the depth of the pleats and the width of the 

saces between the pleats or group of pleats. It may 

vary from two to three times the circumference of the 



ri'rttwe at the 1in whr'e th .. top of the vaianc 1 

ewfl to the Po,' a ath'ret v . lance allow 

1. to two t1T?i1 the ercuÍ'noe. Po fnd th ardage 

required, .f it ta out on the crowe of the fabrio 
multiply oìrouinThrenoe by 2 or as the ease may b, to 

get the length r'equired foi' the valanoe. Then dv1de 

this length by the width of the slipcover material 6 

Thch width or 50 inch width to get the rnvnber of widths 

needed; multiply the nuniber of widths by the depth of 

the valance plus seam and hem allowances to obtain the 

total yardage necessary. 

Different Pleating Ârranernents 

Experiment with several different pleating arranie- 

monts (Figure 23, page 83) until the desired effect is 

obtained. While trying out various pleating arrange- 

ments, keep in mind that an uneven number of pleats in a 

gp is generally more attractive than an even number 
and that a difference between the width of the pleats and 

the intervening spaces is more interesting than when the 

two are the same, Pleats usually hang better if they meet 

at the corners of the furniture rather than centered on 

the corner and a slight shifting oÍ the pleats may be 

necessary in actual construction on the chair. Deeper 

pleats hang better than shallow ones. 

Determine the length or depth of the finished valance 



and out 8everal widths of buteher paper by t1i1 depth. 

Pleat ocurate1y this width oz a measured part of it 

8everal diffez"ent waya (Figure 23, page 83), aatu'e the 

pleated width (for exanple B thehos), therefore 1f 24 

Inches of "fabiic" (butoher paper) nmkes 8 inehe of 

pleats then 24 divided by 8 oz' 3 inches makes one inch of 

pleats. Therefore, in this ease, it takes 3 times the 

circumference to get a full box.-ploated valance. To make 

194 inches (circumference) of pleats, multiply 194 in- 

ches by 3, or 582 inches. 

If pleated only on the four corners take circuinfer- 

ence plus 4 times the amount necessary to make corner 

pleats. if pleats are grouped other than just at corners 

with large spaces in between, take circumference plus 

number of groups, times the amount necessary to make a 

group. Try these pleated patterns cut in different 

depths and pleated differently on the furniture to get var- 

tous effects of the different types of valances. 

Sca1loped Valgnss (Plate 7, page 28) 

Fold hem at least 2j inches above point of scallop. 

L Using a cardboard cut in scallops the width and depth 

wanted as a pattern, mark around it w Ith tailoxs chalk 

directly on the fabrt (Figure 23, page 83). This line 

is the actual length ; allow mob. seams below marking. 

Stitch on the marked line. Clip seams around curve and 



into point of scallop; grade isarus; turn i1dG out; 

bat edge of scallop and pres8; turn in hem edge, baste 

and blind stttch hem, Remove basting. A scalloped val 

ance shoild be evenly gathered but not so full that the 

scallops aro lost. 

Gathered Valance 

For a gathered valance allow 1* to 2 times the oir- 

oumferenoe of the furniture. The valance can be gathered 

using the long stitch of the sewing machine and stiteh- 

Ing not moro than one-yard lengths at a time. Always use 

a double row of stitching about 1/8 to 1/4 inch apart. 

Be sure to pull up the gathering evenly throughout using 

bottom or bobbin thread. 

Lower Apron when Valance is Used 

A lower apron is never used when a valance is planned 

for the slipcover. The upper apron in this case is cut 

long enough to go to the bottom of the furniture plus hem 

allowance. The valance always covers the lower apron 

area or at least begins at tbat line and there is no need 

to have a double seam. 

Lower Apron 1hen no Valance is Used 

If no valance is used, the lower apron should be mea- 

surod the same as the upper apron, except in length when 
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f urziiture to b catcxi st.thed o dust1oth. If bTe slip- 

COVe is b1g rnved regularly for wasin, rppr 

snaps nay be sed er the £uriture (Plato 1.1 (1), 

page 114). 

MEASURING, CUTTING AND CONSTRUCTION NOTES 

Seam Lines of Slipoovers 

The seam lines of the upholstery aro usually used as 

a guide for seam lines of the slipcover, unless a special 

offeet is desired, for ezample such as outlining the top 

edge of the inside backs and wings with a dark fringe 

(Plate 4, page 14). Cording is usually used between 

center nose and apron pieces so they can be cut more eco- 

nomically. The nose and apron pieces are not always 

separated by cording on the upholstered furniture. When 

a valance is used on the slipcover the lower apron is 

covered so the upper apron is cut long enough to extend 

to the bottom of the furniture plus hein allowance. 

Inside Back Pieces 

The right and left inside back pieces are always 

wider than the center inside back, in some eases to go a- 

round the curve, and in others to allow for tuck-in be- 

tween the inside back and wing. In a figured fabric, the 

central feature of the fabric on the right inside back is 

to the left of the geometric center of the section and to 
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th right on the loft inside back du to the hrizon1 

curve of the furniture or to 1low extra fabr1. for a 

tuck-in betweer inid backe and thg (Figuro 5, page 22) 

If the horizontal and verteal curves of' the fumi- 

are quite great and the pattern i to be matched 

horizontally the right and eft inside back sections will 

necessarily have ari dditionaI fabric allowance above the 

cutting line established by the center in8ide hack in 

order to fit around the curve and haTe enough for seam al 

lowance. This can be ohe6ked on the furniture by putting 

a straight horizontal line of pins across the inside back 

and measuring frornthe line over the top of the center in 

side back to seam line and from the same line on ri'ht 

and left inside backs over top to seam Une (Figwe 20, 

page 64A. Arrows i niay have the same rneaaurenents but 

2 nd may be longer). 1Tote also, that the dominant part 

of the fiÑ' 'ire is not geoiietrically centered in the right 

and left inside hacks; if it were, the horizontal curve 

would have a tendency to off balance the desigr (Firure 

;, page 2e). The right and left inside back pieces should 

be placed on the fabric as in the figure. 

Inside Back of Barrel Back Chair (Plate 3, page 6) 

A barrel back chair i actually a wing chair with a 

curved inside back which may be divided into further sections 



or tubes. The slipcover oan bc constructed to 100k as 

1f it were upholstered but still have the advantg of 

being removable. Meaure width of tubes around the fu11' 

et part of the tube neir the top, add soaîi allowances 

end chart reasurements; measure around the smal1est part 

of the tube, near the seat, add seam allowances and ehart 

measuretnenta. easu.re the length of the tubes frotii the 

top plus sea!i allowance to the seat or bottoni of tubea 

plus seam uilowance, The inside back tubos attach to a 

separate bias tuck-tn at bottom of Inside back (Figure 

18, page 64). ir these width and length measurements 

are used to draw a diagram or sct1on tt would be wedge 

shaped, There are tuck-.tns between the tubes and the 

sections are sewn together with a horizontal seam at the 

bottom of the tuokins between the tubes. The tuck-ins 

between the tubes extend from about 2 t Inehes from 

the top of the chair to the seat or bottom of tubes. 

This 2- to 3 inehes is a surface seam that earries ex 

actly the line between the tubes. 

From the measurements these wedge shaped pieces can 

be sewn together starting about 4 inches from the top where 

tuckin starts leaving seam allowance at top. Sew to the 

bottom, When all the tubes (and two inside wings) have 

been stitched together put on inside back of furnIture; 

push tuckins in place and fold this surface seam over 



t li t over the p 

tu ii Ai $t& 4'Ac 

i not ctr th se th» p*rtiear ieo oÍ 

urnitur ia* bez ,orcLei. £ cardd be 8lire to leave øx 

tr $t&ra aflowanco to tuckin, There is usia3.ly a sur- 

rce aoaui between anci wing unU took-in be- 

tween insis oi ar and ini r back (wthg).(Plate 3, 

page 6.) 

Inside Are; 

Aìuys measure over the tu11est pert of the unu to 

get the Length inuasurenient. If a sxnull arm front pieoe 

is usea, Figure 13 (b), page 9) be eure to measure - 

round the edge cf U* ar to the front piece and add seam 

a11o*nae. If there is a tuek*i&n betaeen the in8ide back 

and arm, uur this depth with a ruler and add seani 

allowanoe and add to arm width, as the arm wtll sew to 

the inside back with a plain seam at the tnside of this 

tuck-in, This is found on 1oune ohairs and davenporte. 

if, there i no wtng the arn attaches to the outde back. 
If the arm attaches to a wing as in a regular wing on 

bar!'el oair allow 3 to 4 inches for slashing to fit arowid 
the curvo (Figures 8, 15, pages 51, 62). 

On a Laws on type chair (Plate 8, page 34), the aide 

boxing where it nieeta the arm aetua1iy becomes a tuck-in 



arid should be seamed to the inside edge of the arm sec- 

tioli. So In this ease the width of the arm section is 

the actual width from inside back to front piece plus the 

measured depth of the tuck-in between Inside back and arm 

plus seam allowances. This is usually the depth of the 

Inside back cushion. 

Allow for Two Seta of Arm Sections on Chairs 

Always out two sets of arm pieces matching pattern to 

be used for replacing arms. This is especially important 

for a chair as the arma of a chair have more hard use 

than those on a davenport. The two tg needn't match 

each other as to pattern if thoy can be eut to better ad- 

vantage by not matching. Label these sections so they 

won't be made into cushions, pillows or something else, 

Inadvertently. 

Cushi on Measurements 

In charting measurements for cushions remember there 

Is a top and a bottom and if more than one cushion, fabric 

has to be allowed for them. On most davenports there are 

six cushion sections, three tops and three bottoms. In 

charting measurements for boxings give circumference of 

boxing plus one inch seam allowances, also chart amount 

necessary for front boxings for a figured slipcover. The 

seams here have to be well around on the sides to avoid 



Separate 3aek Cushions 

Some furniture has separate back cushions as well as 

seat cushions. The inside back cushion then carries the 

pattern match and its match is considered before the in 
side back. If t inside back extends above the pillow 

or cushion, then the design on it has to be carried up 

from the cushion. (Plate 1, page 4.) The slipcover on 

the inside back cushion should follow the lines of the 

upholstery and should be made the same. Leave an open 

ing at the bottom for the cushion to be inserted, then 
slipatitch it closed l the back of the seat cushions. 

Cushions with no oxings 

Some cushions have no boxlngs (Plate 6, page 25); it 
the upholstered. cushion has no boxing the slîpeover is 
made the same war. 

T-Cushions iates 1, 2, 3, 9, pages 4, 5, 6, 97) 

TiCuhions are made just the same as other cushions 
except it is necessary to clip seams in curves. It the 

T part is very small, it is sometimes easier to pin the 
entire bozlng in place and slipstitch only the T and 

machine stitch them before slipatitching and machine 

stitching the entire cushion. 



Tuck - - 

(a) (Plate 3) 

(b) (Plate i) 

FIGURE 25.- Fitting nose on T- shaped seats 
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eaÄron,onirntture with ¶Cuh ons (Plate 3, 

page 6) 

Apron ws to side AB (igure 25, page 91); nose 

sews to inside arm, at level of cording top of apron, 

from 3 around arm front to C point back of post where 

side tuck-in between seat and arm begins. This makes 

it ossib1e for the T-section to move up and down as 

the chair is used without tearing the seam from B-'O. 

This seam is down in the crack level with the cording top 

of apron. It is really the same type of construction as 

nose and arm on ordinary furniture exopt the nose and a- 

pron go around to the side of the furniture and the apron 

attaches to the side Instead of the front piece and the 

nose still attaches to the inside arm but goes in 

ot the arm, A dart is used where nose makes a Hght an 

ge turn around to side of furniture and again where nose 

makes right angle tirn and goes in front of arm (Plate 

3, page 6). 

The Charles of London chair, (Plate 10 (e), page 98) 

actually has a ver' shallow nose section and the 

apron fits around in front of the arm front section and the 

1oer apron on the upholstered piece attaches to the side, 

but the valance covers the lower apron. If there is no 

spring action at T 98 in the Pillow back chair (Plates 1, 

2, pages 4, 5) the seam will be at the level of the top 



øf the nose rather than at top of apron. 

In moasuring Lcr length aL nose pieees the length 

measurement starts at the back edge of arm posts allow- 

Ing i inch seaøw and Lorward. over curve at front of chair 

to cording that separates nose troni apron plus I inch 

seam. For aeasuring the right and left nose pieces the 

width nieasurernent goes around the end of the nose be- 

tween arm and nose and Lits onto ami aetion (Figure 10, 

page 54). Be sure to measure Width Ofl front of furnitiwe 

and around nose at ends plus seam al1oances. Ohart 

exposed and unexposed nose measurements (length) for 

pattern ntohing. 

Cutting Nose, ñont Bo4s and Aprons in Figed Fabi 
U3Ua117 the amount of exposed nose between apron and 

boxing is about equal to seam allowance on top of apron 

and bottom of boxing, therefore these two pieces can of-. 

ton be cut out of adjacent parts of the fabric. However 

1f there 18 to be pattern continuity from boxing to nose 

to apron, due to seam a11owanees there would be overlap 

between nose and apron and because of the ectent of the 

nose under (unexposed) there is overlap of boxing rela-. 

tive to nose; therofore the nose cannot be cut adjacent 

to either apron or boxing. Therefore as a general rule 



front boxings and aprons ean usually be cut from adjacent 

fabric, but the nose cannot be cut adjacent to either the 

apron or front boxing. However 1f there is a long exposed 

nose the front boxings and aprons may not be eut from ad- 

jacent place unless the unexpoaed portion of this nose is 

pieced. The apron under the valance, the unexposed part 

of the nose, or the part that goes under the furniture 

when no valance is used, can be pieced, if necessary, for 

matching or saving of fabric. 

Apron Sections 

The length measurement of the apron pieces is from 

bottom of nose to bottóm of furniture if a valance is 

planned; if no valance is planned there may be a separate 

lower apron, which is measured and charted separately with 

4 to 5 inches allowed to go under furniture for attach- 

ment plus, in each ease, seam and hem allowances. 

Outside Arms or Sides 

In measuring the right and left outside arms or sides, 

be sure to get the greatest width measurement as it may be 

wider toward the back at the top and wider toward the front 

at the bottom due to the construction of the furniture 

(Figure 11, 14, pages 59, 62). 

Outside Back 

It the outside back is made of one wIdth of 50 inch 



fabric with two narrower sections eut from the sides and 

sogni aelvage edges matching design, if neeeasary, on 

either side of full width, this $avea fabric. (Figure 5 

(a), (b), page 22.) Use two widths of 36 inch fabric, 
pattern matching if necessary, and make a plain aeam down 

the center of outìde back. if three aeparate sections 

are made for the back as for the inside back, it takes con- 

siderably more fabric as the side sections cannot be 

utilized, but it is effective with figured fabric on a 

davenport when the back is epoaed. 

Seat Section 

The seani between the seat and. nose pieces has been 

established by the construction of the furniture in that 

a vertical post, which is part of the frame of the fur- 

niture can be felt directly back of where the nose of 
the furniture meets the arm (Figure 16, page 64). The 

tuck.-in between arm and seat starts directly back of this 

post. The seam between nose and seat starts directly 
back of this post. The seam between nose and seat should 
be in line with back edge or post. This is important be- 
cause it makes construction of the tuck-ins easier. So 

for this measurement ignore the seam line on the fumi- 

turs between seat and nose. In measuring the seat sec- 

tion the length measurement is from the point where seat 
meets inside back, plus seam and tuck-tn allowances, to 
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line directly in back of the side posts of frame, piLla 

seam allowance. The width meaaur*nt is actual width 

from arm to arm plus eani and tuck-in aflowanees and e- 

ti'a seam allowances if several pieces are used to obtain 

this width. The seat section of a curved back chair has 

a curved back (Figure 18, page 64). 

M'm Front Sections 

The arm front sections vary in rneasurennts depending 

on the type that is planned, They are thoroughly dis- 

cussed under eonstruction Step 9 and Figuri2, 13, page 
59. If the particular furniture being used has a differ- 

ont type front piece than tilustrated in the Plates or 

Figures 12, 13, use the upholstery as a guide for making 

that type. 

Furniture With no Separate Arm Front SectIons 

Some furniture has no separate arm front pieces 

(Plates 3, 6, pages 6, 25). In such cases the Inside arm 
piece goes around the front of the arm and attaches to the 
side or outside arm at the aide front of the furniture. 
One to three darts are taken to fit the fabric around the 
curve. These are usually found on furniture with Tuu.shaped 
nose, aprons and cushions. In a Charles of London chair 
(Plate 10, page 98) the arm front pieces are back of the 
T-shaped nose. Some Charles of London chairs have 



Charles of London chair slipcovered by Mrs. F. A. 
Gilfillan In 1948 Adult Education Class taught by author. 

Plate 9 
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a. Charles of London chair (section showing T-shaped 
cushion, nose and apron) 

b. Charles of London Chair (section showing 
inside back side section) 

Plate 10 
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iphoIiterE r!Tù3 that protrude forward over the ami £ont 

Diece. The fabric is fitted over this irrn protru1on 

with dart3 (by pinning and then s1ipst1tch1n a perfect 

fit n be obtatnd), Other C11are$ of London chaire 

have wooden arme extending beyond the arra front section. 

In this case cord the edge ground the wood and leave open 

in order to get the wooden arti through the slipcover. 

Outside Wings 

The width measurement fo1low the seam line of the 

furniture plus seani aflowaneea. The length measurement is 

the longest iasurement from top of outside wing to seam 

line between side and arm. Do not plzn outside wing and 

outside arm in one piece es it is harder to manage in 

construction and outs into the fabric to a disadvantage 

(Fie 14, page 62). 

Side flozings or Sections of Inside Back 

Side borings or sections of inside back (Plates 9 (a), 

10, pages 97, 98) are planned and constructed the same as 

the arm front sections or boxings. 

Tri mnii 

In using moss fringe or any accented triimning, pin it 

in place before sewing into the slipcover and look at the 

effect both standing and sitting across the room. Look for 

two things: first the arnoimt to be used, too ntuch fringe 



or bricht cording detraot$ rather than adds ta a s11p 

cover; second,iook for lOcation. If £rin ge or cord is 

to outline the fuiniture, it niay be located at a differs- 

ont place than the uphol$tery se2nis (Plate 4, pase 14). 

In this oase a dark fringe was used across the top and 

around the arm fronts as an outline, Across the top the 

slipcover seam Une was 2 inches above the one of the 

furniture. Actually the furniture hàd small arm front 

sections, but the larger ones seemed more effective with 

the stripe. 

By this 1iethod Slipcovers are Always Made With Fabric 

Right Side Out. 

In making alipeovers always work with the right side 

of the fabric out on the furniture. In that way the de 

sign can always be checked to be sure it is correctly in 

piace; the slipcover will fit more snugly and the 

finished appearance of the slipcover can be seen as the 

work progresses. Although the right and left sides of 

the furniture may look alike, they are not interchange- 

able and by working with the right aide of the fabric out 

the furniture is actually being fitted as it is slip- 

stitched and there is no refitting necessary before ma- 

chine stitching. 

Dart 

Darts are used in order for a straight fabric to fit 
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over a 'urved surface. Darts have been found to be the 

neate3t and moBt practical method of taking up this ex- 

003S f&bIiC. Aftei the tabri ha been carefully 

smoothed over the curve of the furniture , keeping grain 

linee atraight, take this excess fabric in i to 3 darts, 

folding theri with the dart toward the center of the fur.' 

niture on the inside of the slipcover and pin this fold 

flat and ight. Slipatitch this fold. Due to the Irre-' 

fU 
: 
larity In construction of furniture, the right and left 

ide may be slightly different in size, thus darts used 

will also be different In amount, but it is Important 

thst they should be placed and fitted. to look alike. 

Slips t it thing 

The s].ipstlteh or slipbasting (Figure 26, page 102) 

is done by starting at the open end of the dart, using 

heavy duty contrasting thread. Secure the thread In the 

fabric, opposite the fold and next to it, pull thread 

taut; direetly across from this thread take a small stitch 

in the fold along the fold, pul]. thread taut; directly 

across from this thread take a small stitch in the fabric 

as close to the fold as possible and parallel to it, pull 

thread taut; take next stitch directly across from the 

thread along fold; continue these small stitches until 

dart is basted. The slipstitch will form a continuous 

basting on wrong side to be used as a guide for machine 



(a) Slipstitchnq 

02 
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(b) Diagonal basting 

FIGURE 26.- SIipst1cPiing ard diagonal basting 
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titeh1ng. TEn order to lipstitch ro1eae sorne holding 

pins from furniture and put left hand under fabrîo to 

hold while sewing. The slipstiteh is used to baste the 

entire slipcover together. The fabric la always riht 

side out and the basting is always done with the fabric 

pinned on the furniture. The slipcover is actually be- 

ln construoted on the furniture and is being removed 

only for machine stitching. For those who do not have a 

sewing machine and are niaking slipoovers by hand use 

heavy duty thread and very small stitches. 

These sllpcovors can later be machine stitched. 

Pinning 

Center a rectangular piece of fabric on part of 

furniture to he covered and temporarily pin at top cen- 

ter, bottom center and right and left centers leaving 

seam and tuck-in allowances where necessary. Check for 

grain line to be sure it is parallel to floor. Check 

for accurate placing of pattern as planned when cut and 

then proceed to pin in place. Grain line pins may then 

be placed down and across center of large pieces to make 

sure grain is held in place as one section is slipbasted 

to another (Fi!ure 6, page 51). Place pins at right an- 

gles to work, unless otherwise stated, with points pushed 

into the fabric to avoid pricking fingers or catching 

stockings. 
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CONSTRUCTION SUCXESTIONS 

Constxuotion (Méthod 2 for Plain Fabric) 

Method Z (pages 47 to 69) can be used i'or plaïn ab 

rio as w811 aa for figured, but othod 2 show3 some $hort 

euts. This i to be used if thß 8lipcovor is being ruado 

by one with eporienee or one who i sur3 oÍ ber ability. 

The short outs ar'e done from measureríients. Orit Steps 

2, 4, 5, 6, ?, arid 3.5 of Method 1. 

Leaving a I inch seam allowance insert cording be- 

tween center inside back and right inside baek, right 

sides of fabric together. Baste and stitch with oordlng 

foot very close to cord. Do the same for the left in- 

side back. Turning cord correctly, baste and stitch back 

of seat section to bottoni of inside backs; this is the 

tuck-in. Insert eording between center nose and right 

nose as above for inside backs, baste and stitch, Do the 

same for left nose. Baste and stitch a horizontal eord 

across bottom of nose pieces allowing one inch seam. Re- 

move seam cord. from small vertleal seams to horizontal 

seam in order to avoid bulk. The apron is done exactly 

as described for nose pieces omitting the cord at the bot- 

tora unless a lower apron la added. If a lower apron 

is necessary proceed as for upper apron. Baste and 



stitch top of nose pieces to seat front starttng about 

inches from one end and ending about 3 Inches from other 

end. Pin these sections onto the furniture in their 
vroper places. Use plenty or pins. Push In tuck-In be- 

tween irmide back and seats, smooth seat Into place be- 

Ing sure sean between nose and seat Is at the back edge 

of the posts of the furniture. Sniooth tabrI over nose 

and pin in place. Pin apron into plate. Pit nose around 

end between nose and arm and fit lith darts. (Step 5, 
!ethod 1, page 52.) 

onttnue with method 1, steps B through 14, pages 

55 to 65, and substitute the following for Step 15. 

Baste and machine stitch outside backs the same as was 

done for inside backs In Method 2, Step 2 (see also Ap- 

pendiz page 94). Continue slipcover using Method 1, 
Stepa 16 through 19, pages 66 through 69. 

Other Construction Procedures 

It is preferred by some, to remove sections of slip- 

cover from the turniture as the slipbasting is completed, 

stitth darts and seams and then put them back on the furni 
ture before starting next step. Others prefer te slip- 
baste the entire slipcover thou remove it and stitch. In 
the construction instructions, pagez 4'? to 89, either 
method may be substituted. There are advantages In each 
of the above suggestions. In the first, there are 
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ìia11er pieces to work w1th ana orie of the long major 

pieces can be sewn while the slipcover as a whole 1 still 

eomparatively sna11. In the seoond suggestion the refit- 

tïng on the furniture, which is time consuming, is 

avoided. It is recomiiended if the slipcover .s entirely 

slipbasted on the furniture before removing that the 

different eamz are slipbasted with different colored 

threads In order to be able to recognise these seams on 

the wrong side. This will avoId confusion. 

The inside back, seat and nose are sometimes cut In 

one continuous piece, and can be very satiaThctorily done 

on plain fabric. In cutting this way on a figured fa- 

brio, the matching of the pattern on the nose piece can- 

not be controlled, nor the use of odd pteees of fabric on 

the seat irnder the cushions where the design doesn't 

show. The seam between the nose and seat1 makes fitting 

the tuck-ins between the seat and arms easier; otherwise 

the Cabrio ha to be slashed at these points and rein- 

forced. However, the inside back and seat can be cut in 

one piece If by cutting that way fabrIc Is not wasted. 

The tuck-in allowance between inside back and seat would 

be two times the depth of the crack. 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES 

Keep Cushions in Good Repair 

If spring units on cushions are all right when first 
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1ipOVErGd, but later break down, remove the slipeover 

from the cushion and repair the unit. A poor ouhion 

spoIls the appearance or the furniture and Thterferes 

with the coiifort of the furniture. 

Renovatingjnnerspring Cushions (Figure 26, page 102) 

1. Measure depth of boxing on cushion. Mark cen 

ter hack of upholstered cushion bottom and back 

boxing with a colored thread to match when put.. 

ting back together. 

2. Clip twine stitches used to close back of 

cushIon. 

3. Carefully remove filling (cotton padding and 

old spring unit). 

4. Open up back edge of padding earefull and re 

move spring unit. 

5, Replace with new apring or foam rubber unit that 

has been purchased: or 

6. Remove and straighten springs. (Make a note of 

number of rows and number of springs in a row.) 

7. Example: noasure spring across widest part of 

e oi I - -- ------- ------------------ 5* 

add I inch for seam 1' 

add finished boxing depth ------- 

Multiply b7 2 --- ------ Total -- 14" 
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B. !3etng sure a1n iz tra1t, tear 14 inch 

deptha width of niusUn toi' number of rows 

Fold torn edge3 together, press. Allowing i 

inch seams at ends ntake 4 3/4 inch pockets (or 

inch pockets for 3- inch diameter springs) 

Lor each sìring in that row (usually 8iZ, nar 

rower chairs five). 

9. Put springe into pockets holding flat at the 

bottll with a CuP clothes pin. Stitch one 

inch down from top across top oÍ row. Repeat 

tor remainder of rows (usually six). in T-eu- 

shons the front row may have an extra spring 

on each end to forni a T or this T section may 

be just padding. 

lo, Unclip clothes pins and shift springs in pockets 

until seam crosses the center of the top of the 

spring coil. Repeat for other rows of springs. 

11. Place rows of springs nest to each other as a 

unit and using upholsterer's twine and a heavy 

needle following diagram Figure 2? (b), page 

109, where two edges of springs touch, start 

Ing in spring i, go over the wb"e in spring 2, 

'under the wire and up in spring 1, over and down 

in spring 3, up in spring 2, over to spring 4, 

down and up in spring 3, over spring 4 and down 
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FIGURE 27. - Ren ovoting inner-spring cushions 
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in 5, baek up spring 4 and over to spring 6, con- 

tirnie. It is really a back stitch which ties the 

wire edge9 together. 

12. Carefully put new spring m1t into old padding; the 

old springs have made an Impression on the old 

padding; use this as a guide for placement. 

13. Catch stitch edges of padding together if padding 

falls apart. 

14. Add new layer of cotton about one inch in thick- 

ness. 

15. To make a cushion stuffer, take two pieces of 

heavy corrugated cardboard folding at two places 

about 3 Inches apart in the center. Put these 

two pieces on either sida of the padded springs 

and tie together very tightly (so circumference 

is less than twice cushion width plus depth of 

boxing) Slip this into upholstery cushion cover- 

Ing that has been cleaned, or at least brushed. 

Untie cord and pull out cardboard. This is diffi- 

cult to do alone and needs two people, one to hold 

the covering and one to slip the spring and pad- 

ding into it. 

16. Match back edge of cushion bottom and back boxing 

and hold together with upholstery pins (or very 

heavy safety pins). This is difficult to do and 
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needs two people, ox for holding ou3hion while 

the other pins the opentn closed. Slipstiteh 

closed with upholsterer's twine or heavy cord. 

Sb'inking Procedure 

Lay folded fabric in a deep set tub so that ai of 
the fabric can be thoroughly wet; use hot water, as hot 

as would be used in washing the slipcover; be sure every 

layer s thoroughly saturated; this can be done by using 

a plurnboxs plunger. Leave over night or until water is 

cold. Drain off water and spin dry if it oan be done 

without wrinkling the fabric too uxu.oh; lay carefully over 

lines to dry. Roll up ii a sheet While still slightly 

damp. Press, avoiding a crease in center of fabric. 

Crease and Wrinkle Resistant Rinses 

When slipcover is washed in the last rinse use a 

wrinkle and soil resistant preparation to give the slip 

cover body and avoid soil, (These preparations can be 

purchased at the laundry departriient of the grocery store.) 

Diagonal Bastings (Fie 28 (b), page 102) 

Use diagonal bastings when pattern match is imporu- 

tant and the fabric slips when stitching. If the bottom 

fabric is pulled forward when machina stitching, the top 

will have less tendency to slip forward causing a mis.. 

match; this is especially valuable in matching stripes 
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vertically. If the fabric is smooth, such as a satin 

stripe upholstery fabric, a plalii basting used in addi- 

tion to diagonal basting with a back stitch taken at 

stripe match will help keep match in machine stitching. 

To baste diagonally put the needle atrait down and 
take vertical stitches about 1/8 inch long and about 1/4 

inch apart. This gives a diagonal basting on the surface. 

It is the vertical stitch that holds the fabric. 

Buttons Used on Slipoovers 

If buttons are used on the furniture and the slip- 

cover is to be a permanent cover, buttons can be used on 

the slipcover. After the slipcover is made, reraove the 

buttons from the upholstery (make a marked sketeh showing 

the location of the buttons), Have si.lar self fabric 
covered buttons made, and using upholstererta twine and 

a 6 to 8 inch long needle put the new buttons through the 

slipcover after it has been put carefully on the turni- 

turs but before the back and sides are pinned down. Se- 

cure the button in place with a 1ot that slips forward 
but not backward. 

If zippers are used to close the back opening, the 
opening cannot be as neat as when slipatitched. Slip- 

stitching the back closed takes a matter of minutes and 



the result in appearance is well worth the time. Zippers 

may be used in the back boxing of the cushions, rar 

their removal, if desIred. Slipstitching here however 

takes a matter of minutes and makes a n*atez' Closing. 

Gripper Snaps 

Gripper snaps may be put on a strip of fabis and 

either sewn or tacked to the bottom of furniture with the 

other half put into the hem of the slipcover. This is an 

especially desirable way to attach a slipcover to a da- 

vena that is being used as a bed, (Plate 11, page 114.) 

if a slipcover Is to be left on when daveno is to be 

used as a bed, fitting should be tried tri upright position 

and flat position, It Is usually better to fit the slip- 

cover more snu1y and use gripper snaps to fasten it on- 

to davono, as then a slipcover can be removed and put back 

on in a matter of minutes. 

Davenos 

Davonos (Plate 11, page 114) are very easy to do. 

The side and front boIngs are siipstltched while the fa- 

bric is on the furniture for a perfect fit; however the 

three inside back and seat sections can be stitched from 

meas'xrements. There j. fl tuck-In between InsIde back 

and seat ana they are out in one piece. However, be-. 

tween inside back and seat a folded strip of fabric or 
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a. Daveno slipcovered in corduroy 1952 
by author 

b. Daveno (section showing gripper 
snap fitting onto furniture) 

Plate :ii 
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heavy twill tape i $GWfl to tuo inside the full width of 

the daveno 1eavng 6 to 8 mohos on each end underneath 

to tie to the springzi. A triangular section is necessary 

between Inside back side bocin and side seat bocing in 

order to open daveno and lay it flat for a bed (the up 

holstered furniture has these same sections and can be 

used as a guide fox' size and location). The outside baok 

on either side is gripper snapped only part way down leav 

Ing room for mechanism to work; then snapped at the very 

bottom, either side, and along the bottom board across 

the back. 

Matching Chairs 

Matching chairs may appear to be alike, but if rnea 

sured they usually differ enough so that a slipcover made 

for one will not accurately fit the other (Plate 3, page 

6). If matching slipeovers are to be made, the chairs 

should be charted separately, but the placing of design 

should be the same on each of them if a figured fabric Is 

used. 

A Chaise Longue 

Actually a chaise longue is an elongated chair and 

has no really different problems. Follow the lines of the 

upholstery as a guide for measuring and cutting out slip 

cover. 
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A Leather or ?Ia8tic Chair 

If a leather or plaatic ohair i to be ailpoovered, 

the ltather has to be partly covered with a heavy outth 

flannel tacked on or basted to dusteloth and seat in 

order to have something to pin to and ao the slipoover 

won't have a tendency to slip. 

Mohair Chair 

If a mohair chair is to be slipeovered the eushions, 

inside back and amie should be covered with muslin to 

keep the mohair from sticking through the slipcover fabric 

and to keep the slipcover from slipping. 

OccasionaiChairs wtth Wooden Arms and Posts (Plate 12, 

page 117) 

One of the reasons occasional chairs such as one 

shown fit so neatly is the method of allpcovering. Since 

the work is done ali tn the right aIde of the fabric, and 

by slipstitohing with the fabric pinned on the furniture, 

a firm fit can be obtained. In this chair the side box- 

ings are pinned, but alipatitobed first only at the curved 

ends and thon repinned on the furniture arid the slipstitch- 

ing finished. This makes machine stitching easier. 

When a wooden brace or arm has to be worked arouM, 

the edge may be corded, Plate 12, page 117, Fige 28, 
pase 118. (A bias piece of cording nrny be used here if 
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Occasional chair slipcovered b:r Mrs. Frank L. Ballard with 
rep upholstering fabric in 147 Adult Education Class 

taught by author 

Plate 12 



FIGURE 28. - Fitting around post with corded seam 

A-B-C-D Post measurement 

FIGURE 29. - Reinforcing around posts with lining 
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the curve 1 a reverse curve, but It uaually isn't 

neeesary. ) e sure to clip the seans around the curves 

tomake a good rit. Wher it fits correctly rostitch it 

for extra strength. On this particular 1ipoover the 

two sides of the back are left open and slipstitcbed 

closed when putting the 3ltpcovei' onto the furniture. 

This is due to the neeesity of fitting over the wooden 

arms. The buttons would be put on when the s1ipovor is 

in place but before thø back ts closed. The slipcover 

is slipstitohed closed on both sides of back and catch 

stitched to dustIoth of furniture underneath. The box- 

ings along the sides are constructed the same as arm 

front pieces (Figure 13 (b), page 59). 

Occaslonalk Dining Rooms Cog3well, and Other Chairs With 

Wooden Arms and Posta 

If a corded seam is not used, as in the example a- 

boye, the seam may be faced (Figuro 29, page 118) with 

a lining. This is done by laying a section of the sarao 

colored lining, if fabric is heavy, or self fabric, on 

top, right sidos pinned together and marking and cutting 

to fit around post, then stitching in from the cut edge 

to allow for a seam and thon turning this lining piece 

to the Inside on the seam edge. 

On the other hand all corners can be reinforced for 

strength (Figures 30 and 31, page 121; Figures 32 (b), 
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33, page 122). It ta roeoìTrn1ex1ced that a aaniplo ta 

marked and cut ftst to show ho it Is done before iark 

Ing and cutting the slipcover fabric in order to gain 

confidence and avoid making a riiscut. 

Figiwes 28, 29, 30, and 3]., show how to eut and 

reInforce corners on sidß, back and corner posts for 

chairs with wooden arms or' backs. An opening has to be 

left at each post In order to put on and remove slip 

cover. S1ipstith olosed when slipcover is put on furt. 

nituro. Legs at corners can be fitted around in a 

similar rianner allowing eictra fabric to go under the 

furniture for attachment or the bottom edge of the seat 

can be corded and an extra niece added to go under the 

furniture for attachment. 

Ântimaeassara 

Rectangular antlmaoassars can be made of matching 

design and placed over the arms and across the inside 

back. They are fairly indiscernable and do protect the 

slipcover. 

SlipperOhairs With no Arms and no &epar*te Cushion 

In a slipper chair with no arms, the nose is ao 

tuall a bocIng that fits around the front and aides 

of the chair and fits onto the outside back. The apron 

is usually under a valance so in this case the boxing 
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¿ side 
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FIGURE 30. - Reinforced corners 

Mark with bostin 

(o) 
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(c) Wrong side after 
reinforcing corners 

Right side 
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corners 
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(d) Finished fitting 

FIGURE 31.- Fitting oround posts with selarate side boxings 
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FIGURE 32. - Fitting around corner posts with separate side boxings 
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i corners 
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A - B - C - D Post measurement 
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FIGURE 33.- Fitting around corner posts, seat and boxings cut in one piece 
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Occastonal chair slipcovered by 4g Frank L. Ballard in 
1948 Adult Education Cia taught by author 

Plate 13 
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(nose) should be cut long onoui to come to the bottom 

of the chîr plus seam and horn allowance and the valence 

placed on top of it. 

¡. Cogwe11 Chair 

A Cogawell chair may or ziay not have a separate 

cushion. Use the upholstery as a guide for making the 

slipcover. For fitting around the wooden arm and braces 

see discussion under ocasiona1 chairs. If the arm is 

irtia1ly upholstered, make some small corded slip 

covers to fit directly over the upholstery; slipatitch 

thorn closed using a curved needle. 

__________ in S1ipeoverirg 

An upholsterer's curved needle is sometimes practi-' 

cal to have for sorio slipatitching; the smaller one is 

the moat useful. A surgeors curved needle is also very 

practIcal. Straight needles 7 inches long are noces- 

sary for putting on buttons. 

Every Piece ofurniture is a Slightly Different Problem 

Every piece of furniture is a slightly different 

problem, but if it is analyzed carefully and the methods 

and suggestions discussed in this parer are applied, it 

can be slipcovered and its appearance will be comparable 

to upholstering. 



Teaching a Left-Landed Person 

It a right-handed person teaching a 1ft-handd 

problems in regard ta recovering furniture, 

The author had seen, in a large department store, a 



was well equipped to handle the situation. Little did she 

realize the problenis involved. 

or the first alipcovr a plaid fabric was purchased 

in a quantity ecorarnended by the store. The plaid caused 

two problems to present thseives: first, it was a 

difficult plaid to iatch because it was asymmetrical, but 

the difference was not very apparent, so the matchthg had 

to be very carefully watched; second, since matching leads 

to sorne waste in cutting, the quantity was barely 

sufficient. It was impossible to get more fabric. 

By the use of the width and length measurements of 
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own problems wa the beginning of this slipcover method. 

Because the results looked professional it wasn't long 

until the author was helping her fricnds to make 

alipoovers. 

Several years later the author was asked to be in 



During the throe years she taught these classes every 

coneelvable type of furniture was brought to the e1ss 

with every type of problem, The success of h class was 

due to th method ot s11pcevering, work Ing iiZhe 

turniture with the rIght side of tho fabric out. 

any of the t'dents brought their fabric the same 

timo a their furniture 'o a rcugh sketch diagram using 

their exact measurements was always used as a check to be 

sure they had enough fabric before it was cut, For those 

who had not purchased their £abric this diagram was used 

to calculate the amount of plain fabric they needed or to 

et1iute the amount of figured fabric. This diagram was 

also used as a cutting guide. A sketch diagram was also 

made rar figured fabric, but the layout was actually done 

on the fabric, 

in preparing this rethod to be precented as a thesis 



APPENDIX III 

COMPARISON OF MEthODS 

Th ehara.ctr1t1cs of a method may be listed as: 

measuring, cutting, riting, and miscellareous details. 



CUTrING 

There are to generally eurrent nethods of cutting 

out the seøtlons for a slipcover. One mcthod is by placing 

the fabric on the furniture and cutting off each section, 

making allowancea for san (1, p. 5), (2, pp. 4-7), (4, 

pp. 14-20), (5, pp l-5), (6, pp. 10-11), and (7, pp. 4- 

6). Thi$ method was tried oy the auithcr and found very 

Wa8teful of fabric both plain and figured. The second 

method of cutting involves naking a full scale pattern, 

usually of muslin, for either half or all of the fumi- 

turc, and using it for cuttIng out the slipcover fabric 

The author Is the only one who combines the procedure 

of measuring and cutting in that the layout diagram made 

to calculate the amount of plain fabric needed and 

estimate the amount of figured fabric needed is also used 

as a cutting layout for plain fabric, The cutting is 

simplified as sil the sections are cut in rectangles with 

allowances made for tuck-th5, seams, hems, or slashing to 

fit around curves. The seam allowance are adequate for some 



shifting, if necessary, when fitting and basting on the 

furniture. in the actual construction this is an 8dvaflt&ge 

over the pattern method where the p1coa are cut to fît 

and le9ve no iargin for shifting du to weight of fabric 

or pattern of fabric in eornparison to the muslin. The use 

of the patternbre.ak dimension and the making of a layout 

diagram for figured fabric is unique. It simplifies the 

cutting out of figured fabric and saves both time and the 

possibility of making mistakes. 

There have been three generally used methods of 
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sllpstitched on the urn1ture and finished without ever 

having to be removed. 

MISCElLANEOUS DETAILS 

Ali xiethods use bias cording and cable corde Bias 

cording is a much more expensive way of cutting cording 

but is necsssary hn cable cord is usìd. iowever, the 

side pieces usually wasted in et her nettods can be 

utilized Vor cording when it is cut along the grain, which 

can be done, as in this method seani cord i used instead 

of cable cord. 

This method also utilizes the side pieces or figured 

fabric for pleated valances Since the pleating breaks up 

the design, this utilizes fabric which i otherwise 

Other methods include provisions for some construction 

detal s, for exaiip1e the tuck-ins; the authors method 

provi es also for fitting around the nose between the arm 

and s at so aa to permit movement without strain when the 

seat is depressed. 

S uiARY 

This method differs froni other methods in that the 

slipcover is bisted on the turnitur in its finished state 

refitted. 

This method differs also in the use ft makes of the 



measurements. These are earefully charted and used to make 

a layout diagram. The diagram gives the calculated arzaount 

of fabric necessary for plain fabric and from it an 

estimated amount can be determined for figured fabric. The 

diagram is also used as a cutting diagram for plain 

febric, 

This method differs in that by using the 'breakt in 

pattern a layout diagram can be nade for ured fabric 

using the same set of figures as used for the layout 

diagram for plain rabrio. This layout dIagram can then be 

used as a cutting diagram for figured fabric. 

This method differs in that it offers a construction 

method for the average person and also suppli3s other 

orders of construction for the ore experiìnced, thus 

giving a choice of construction methods, which takes in 

the different work habits of different people. 

This method differs in that it uses seam cord instead 

of cable cord and cuts the cording on the grain of the 

fabric instead of bias, thus making a saving of fabric. 

This method suggests cutting the valance along the 

side of figured fabric, offering a aaving of fabric. 

This method also includes details of construction 

not covered in other methods. 
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